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ABSTRACT 
The project title is Image Retrieval System for Web. This project is developed 
for the subject 'Projek Ilmiah Ta hap Akhir'. The system is a web based system. lt is for 
the user to retrieve similar shape of images. The user for this system is any users who 
have internet connection and the admini trator. The overall project co er the 
Introduction, Literature review, Methodology, Sy tem Analy i , System Design, y tern 
Implementation, System Testing and Sy tern Evaluation. This ystem i di ided into two 
modules that will be developed by two people. Module I i to do image analy i and 
convert it into image data while Module 2 cover the matching f ima ie uery fr m the 
sy tem and the development of interface for the overall y tern. The r 
from internet re ource , article or j urnal and al o di cu si n with the sup r is ran I th· 
moderator. The technique u ed for thi be! 'd ie te t r Redu · xl 
Chain Code, U er Interface Design technique and the Wei zht d e is tan · '. 
The system life-cycle model used i the lteration-and-lncremental M d l. 'he main aim 
for thi project i to achieve all of the bj cti e at th nd f th' Ima ,~ R 'tri al 
ystem for Web development. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
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CHAPTER l: Introduction 
1.l Introduction 
The system that will be developed is The Image Retrieval y tern f r Web. It i 
an online system that characterizes and retrieve image. ba ed on imilarity of image 
content. 
Content based similarity retrieval can be u ing visual te ture that i col r, 
texture, spatial localization and shape (Marinette, Ali & Henri, 1999). Thi sy tern u e 
shape similarity based retrieval becau e among this entire visual feature, hape i the 
most important feature. It is imp rtant because shape feature repre ent ignificant 
region or relevant object in images. The Image Retrieval y tern will be divided int 
two modules: 
Module I: 
The extraction of shape feature from an input ima re and the imag data 
representation. First is the extraction proces . It extract shape features that are the cdg 
from an image by using detection techniques. Then the c, tracted feature is a . iat d 
with image data representations stored in the databa e. 
Module 2: 
In the sec nd module, interface is developed f r user to f rrnulate their que 
and matching technique is implemented for ima re retrieval. The u er 1u ry ntain: 
image data generated by tho ystem, Then the retrieval proc •s. b tins t .omput · · th· 
imilarit botw '011 user qu ry 1111d dut11hmi i111t11' ·data 1111d, or!. th· l \'l i111ilar imu • ·. 
ace rdin ' to th ir similflrity w1l110. Tho 0111µul ,. lri vcd ar · i11111l' . 1h11t h 1 • snnilur 
shape. in tho intcrfu · . 
oth f th . c modules complement en h < th r i11 th· d ·v slopm ·nt of th :y. t »n. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of the Image Retrieval Sy tern fir Web ar : 
• To characterize and retrieve images based on their shape 
• To make it easier for the user to search for irnilar image in the databa e 
using input image or menu-driven query 
• To analyze and code the images u ing S bel, Reduced hain ode and 
weighted Levensthein distance 
• To provide a user friendly interface for thi web-based y tern f r the ea e f 
use 
• To combine both of the modules developed during the implementation of the 
system. 
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1.3 Scope 
The user of the Image Retrieval System for Web i the public and the 
administrator of the system. The system covers only for the small application u e uch a 
using the images retrieved as images for teaching tudent the ba ic . hape of image or 
the images used in developing other interfaces in other web-based system. 
The public 
The public can be anyone who has acce to the internet. They can u e the 
system if their looking for images according to the shape. They could retrieve the irna 1e 
by using menu of shapes provided in the interface of the y tern or by input image t the 
ystem. The output i imag s that i imilar to the hape ch en r ima re input by the 
user. This type of u er will be novice u er wh i a le experienced c mput ·r u er and 
does not need any training to use the sy tern. 
The administrator 
The administrator is the one who develop the y tern. The admini trat r will 
upload all the original images into the image databa c and maintain the y tern fr m 
time to time. 
4 
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1.4 Overview of the system 
As stated in the introduction, the Image Retrieval System for Web i a web-ba ed 
system developed for the user to retrieve images online based on the imilarity of the 
image shapes. 
The two modules in this system are the extraction of visual feature from image 
to represent it in image data and the developing the u er interface for querying the 
image. 
In the Module 1, there are 2 method of analysi technique u d f r the 
extraction of visual feature . The analysi technique inv lved i edge detection and chain 
coding (outline based features). The codes use to repre ent the image i zenerated fr m 
1'11e image analysis will be kept in the image daraba c. 
The edge detection technique that is u ed is the obcl dge etect r. bet 
Edge detector uses a simple convolution kernel to create a erie of gradient magnitud 
(Internet Reference, I 210712004). There are two convolution kernel in bet ne i t 
detect changes in vertical contrast and the other i to detect h riz ntal c ntra t. 
Then, the chain code is u ed for repre entin > the boundary f any . hap . · ut th .. 
ba ic chain code invariant to scale and rotation, so the modified chain c de i 11. ed. Th 
type of modified chain code for thi ystem is the Reduced hain de h 
R the rcpre entation of shape as ima ic data in the databa e. 
Module 2 for tho ima re retrieval of thi. sysr 1111 i · d ·vet pi111 a us ·r int ·1 fa 
th' us •r ian f nnulato th ii' quor to 1' ·hi v i11111 '· • 'I'l: qu 1 ·a11 b · 11111d 111 the 
int rfo ce b usin ' two ways; 
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i) Menu-based 
Basic shapes are provided for the u er t choose from basic hape uch a 
circle, rectangle, square and polygon 
ii) Input image 
The second one is where the user can input an image to earch for the 
similar images from the database. 
Both of the queries will go through the analy is technique and after that then the 
process of computing the similarity of the image input with the ima re in the databa e 
will be done. 
The Weighted Levensthein Distance i used to c mpute the imilarity between 
source and target feature and sorts the best imilar image accordin 1 to their imilarit 
value. This is the process of image matching to search for the queried image . 
The retrieval process can be express in this following retrieval model: 
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1.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter includes the Introduction, bjectiv of the y tern Scope 
Overview of the System and The Project Schedule. 
The introduction is general information of what to be developed that i the Image 
Retrieval System for Web. It explains about what techniques to be used in both module 
of the system. The objectives are for the developer to achieve throughout the y tem 
development The scope for this system is for the admini trator and the user. The 
overview of the system specifically explains about the system and the technique u ed t 
build both of the modules in the system. The project chedule i thee timati n f time t 
develop the entire system. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
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CHAPTER 2: Literature review 
2.1 Research Method 
lj Internet 
The internet is where T get almo t· all the inti rmarion that T ne d. I u ed the 
search engine such as Yahoo! and Google. It helps me in retrieving nline re earche , 
related article, journal, images for the databa e and other information. 
ii) Document Room I Library 
The thesis done by other people is u ed as my reference. It c ntain much 
information and guided me in writing my own the i . 
tii) Arti le orjournal 
Article or journal is one of the mo l important ref rence and ur c f r rn 
thesis. lt is in a printed form but it is not so different· from the online article r j urnal 
that T get from the internet. 
iv) Discussion with project supervisor and moderator 
l also have a di cussion with our project upervi r and m derr t r. Th 
discussion i mainly about the problem I face durina the thesi writina and ab ut th· 
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2.2 Introduction of the system 
The Image Retrieval System for Web to be dev loped is a web-ba ed tem. 
The reason why web-based system is developed is becau e the web application had 
become the most popular applications in the world. Today' information i ea ily har d 
across computer networks in which some computers, called server , offer common 
stores of programs and data that may be u ed by client computer di tributed throughout 
the network. 
By having an Internet connection, we can acces to most of the Web applicati n 
available in the Internet. The World Wide Web (WWW) i a ystern f Internet erver 
that upports hypertext to access everal Internet protoc I on a ingle interface. It ha it 
own protocol: Hypertext Transfer Protocol, or HTTP. It al o applies t our y. tern that 
will be uploaded into the World Wide Web. 
The main task of the system i on line image retrieval. The . ystern r tric e 
images that have similar shapes. The u er can query the image u ing menu pr ided r 
by input image to the system. 
The process f ima re retrieval is divided int two modules. In the fir t m dul 
the image input to the y tern. After that, the Sobel 'd 1c Detect r i u e t dct · t th· 
image edge . The boundary of hape will be chan re into irna re data mid repr ·• ~11t id 
u ing Reduced hain ode. 
Module 2 r the system j wh ·r the users qu ry r the in HI ·s r •I ie al thr II •h 
the ll er intcrfac or tho H I l Ill. Th ll. r int rfo •• j wit I • the lh ers un (]II ·1 the 
ima res From tho systom. To runt ·h tho 111 ry wi01 th i111t1 in th irn •l • dntnl atoi ·,th· 
rrin 1 meat ur distunc technique tho Weigh: ·d I, ·v ·11, th i11 Di tanc i. u ·d. ·1 hen the 
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output images wiJJ be displayed. The original image, coding of the image and other 
attributes such as names, file type, description are kept in the daraba e. 
The overall technique of analyzing, coding, u er interface matching technique 
and all subject related to the system will be explained in the following literature review. 
2.3 Tools and related technologies to the web application 
2.3.1 Internet 
For a web based system, connection to the internet is needed to publish and 
access the system. 
The intern t can be link by many different way . A for a home c rnputer, it may 
be linked to the lnternet using a phone-line modem, SL r cable m dom that talks to an 
lnternet service provider (JSP). A computer in a busine or univer ity will u ually have 
a network interface card (NTC) that directly connect it to a local area netw rk ( AN) 
inside the business. 
Backbones around the world are connected thr ugh fib r-optic line , undersea 
cables or satellite links. In this way, every computer on the Internet i connected t every 
other computer on the Internet. 
2.3.2 Web server 
A web .erver i a pro ram thal erves w •b pa e upon reque l. ;, Jr Web erver 
ha an IP address au I pos~ibly u do111ni111111111 , Fo o umpl , if'th 11. 1 ·111crs the R 
ht1p://www. ocif .s, iom/hom .h1111I i11 your brow 01, lhL , ·11d. u rcquer t t the. c ver 
12 
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whose domain name is geocities.com. The server then fetche the page named 
home.html and sends it to the user's browser. 
Web servers and browsers communicate using HTTP protocol. They come in 
various shapes and sizes and run under a variety of operating systems. HS i the be t 
Web server available for Windows 2000 and Windows XP. 
2.3.3 Web Browser 
Web browser is a computer program that implement the World Wide Web 
dokumen from all the wen browser around thew rid. The web br w er will use certain 
type of programming language to code and di play the content fa web ite. 
Communication between the web server and web br w r i d ne u in 
'hypertext transfer protocol', also known as the HTTP. lt i a pr t col u ed to tran f r 
files such as graphics and text. Examples of protoc I are FTP, opher, and H 
Web browser also access documents that i kept in rher file format u ing the pr t 
Example of web browser are as follows: 
Internet xplorer 
Moz;illu 
Not ·up 0111111111duulor 
Web brows r lhnl will be used in lhii sy11lu111 i Iii 1 Internet h pier ·r. 
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2.3.4 Tools 
There are a variety of tools or software that rs available to create hyp r-text 
documents. 
• Notepad 
• Microsoft Front Page 
• Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver 
• ASP.NET Web Matrix 
• Others 
By using the tools, the Web document have to be aved as .htm or .html. rampl : 
index.htm, main.html, test.aspx. The tool that will be used f r the y tern i th 
Macromedia Dreamweaver. This i becau e it use ne inte irated d el pmcnt 
environment to develop HTM , XHTML, XM , ASP, A P.N T, J P PHP, an 
Macrornedia ColdFu ion websites. Another imp rtanl t 1 i A P.Net Web Matrix. 
14 
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2.3.5 Programming Language 
There are a variety of programming language that are available t de elop Web 
applications. Some examples are VBScript, JavaScript, ASP, ASP.NET PT P, PER , 
ISP and CGI. 
ASP.NET is a unified Web development platform that provides the service 
necessary for developers to build enterprise-clas Web application . This i why it is 
chosen as the programming language for the system to be developed. 
2.3.5.1 ASP.NET 
ASP.N _, T i a compiled .N Tvbased envir nmcnt: it can be u. d t author 
applications in any .NET compatible language, including VB.N , #, and J#. Web 
Forms or XML Web services can be u ed when creating an A P.N .. T appli at ion 
ASP.NET Web Matrix is a freeware that used to build Web applicati n . 
Besides, Visual Studio.N T i a complete uite of to L for · uilding both d kl p and 
team-based nterpri e Web application . 
2.3.6 The data base 
2.3.6. l QI Cf"V ers 
The Mi ·roson S L Sorv ·r i · us d as th· dntnbu · iu thi,• s sl 111. It d 1ln i. 
tored in darabas s, Tho h1h1 in n database i nr11rnii~ ·I into th · I i·i ·111 •(m1pou nt: 
visible to us ·r . Ad uabnso is al o ph , i oil impl 111 111 ·d ai two m r fll ·. 11 Ii . 
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Table 2.1 Table properties in the SQL Server 
Identity Seed The value a igned t the fir trow in the lank r I. 
table. tr the Id •nHty scttin 1 is N Id ·nWy 
eed i blank. If the Identity set tin is Y cs, 
Id •rit.ity e sd defaults lo l. 
The value which i added I tho Id ·nf.ity '• •d Blank r I. 
and HHSi 11 d t< tho sec 11d row in th t iblc. 
Each , 11l s qu 111 rt w i in ·r as d b thi 
value.H'Ihe ld ntitys Uiu~i No ld·uHI 
Iner m nt is blank. I I' th ltkntit cltinp i. 
Yes, Id •nfity lucrem ·ot d ·fhulL I I. 
] 
l!==D=a=t=a=T=y=p=e=~'~' ======D=es=c=r=ip=t1=· o="= ==~'' Default value 
!=
C=o=l=um==n=N=. a=m e =!:o=T=h=e=n=am==e=o=f=a=c=o=lu=m=11=1·=n=a=t=ab=l=e=. l=u=m=n lB l=a1=1k ·=== ::;names must conform to rules for identifiers and must be unique in the table. 
I
Datatype I The data type of the column. System- or user- haracter (char) 
defined data types are acceptable. I~========: - - - ----------- --- 
Length 
Precision 
Differ for different 
data type (e.g. I 0 for 
haracter, 50 for 
VARBfNARY) 
:====:============================ 
lo 
The maximum number of digits (for numeric 
data types) or characters allowed for values in 
the column. 
The maximum total number of decimal digit 
that can be stored, both to the left and to the 
right of the decimal point. 
The maximum number of decimal digit that 0 
can be stored to the right of the decimal point. 
This value must be les than or equal t the 
preci ion. Applies only to D CIMA and 
NUM RIC data types. 
======== 
l!=:IA=l=lo=w=N=u=l=ls==::::;I ::~·:..•r or not the column can acccp~11Y e ( elected 
Default Value The value that will be in erred int the c lumn lank 
if the user does not make an entry. Default 
values are ignored for columns with a 
ti mestamp data type. If you do not define a 
default value and a column allows null , 
NULL will be inserted. 
Scale 
Identity Whether or n t the column will ienerate 
incremental value for new row ba ed n the 
Identity ccd and Identity Increment 
ettin is. -- -- --=----- 
Identity 
Increment 
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Table 2.2 Data types in the SQL erver table 
Logical Data Type to be stored in field) Physical Data Type Microsoft SQLServer 
Fixed length character data (use for fields CHAR (size) or 
with relatively fixed length character data) character (size) 
Variable length character data (use for fields V ARCHAR (max size) or 
shat require character data but for which character varying (max ize) 
size varies greatly--such as ADDRES V 
Very long character data (use for long TEXT 
idescriptions and notes-usually no more 
than one such field per record) 
Integer number TNT (size) or 
integer or 
small integer or 
tinuinteger 
Decimal number DECfMAL (size, decimal place ) or 
NUM Rl (size, decimal place. 
Financial Number MON Y 
Date (with time) DAT~TIME or 
SMAL DAT TfM 
Depending on precision needed 
Current time (use to store the data and time T[M~ TAMP 
from the computer's system clock) 
Yes or No; or True or False BIT 
-- 
Image IMAGE 
Hyperlink VARBINARY 
Can designer define new data type ? YES 
17 
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2.4 Image and image type 
Image is composed of pixels or picture elements. Picture resoluti n is the number 
of pixels or sample used to represent the image. Images are normally converted to file 
for storage and transfer. The file type is a special format for ordering and storing the 
bytes that make up the image. File types or formats are not nece sarily compatible ft i a 
must to match the file type with the application. xarnples of image file type are TlFF, 
GIF, JPEG, WMF and PICT. 
2.5 Edge detector 
2.5. l Introduction to Edge 
In a picture, an edge is normally defined as an abrupt change in color inten ity 
(Internet Reference, 1210712004). Human u es eye through tereo copic vi i n and 
depth perception with incredible inference skills to find edges. Thi c mplicated meth d 
makes us easier to determine edges even if the object is overlapping between the each 
other. 
Computer with viston sy tern normally deal with gray cale camera. It mu t 
change the color inten ity to find theed 1e of a11 ima re. 
2.5.2 The edge detection 
Ed e d t ·1io11 I chuiqu iccus >•1 id 111lif inr ontinuou djH ·11t pi ·I. whi .h 
differ really in color intcusity because th • ar Iho m Uml 111nrk tho undnri-.. 
between bjccts, 01· on object nnd the ba k r und, and ii will re rm 1111 ·d1 e. /\fl"' the 
edge dctecri 11 process is complete, ed 10s can be ca. ily identified. 
18 
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Furthermore, edge and line detection filters subtract all part f the image xc pt 
edges or boundaries between two different regions. Edge detection is ften u ed to 
recognized objects of interest in the image 
There are various type of edge detector such as Canny Edge Detector, Laplacian 
Edge Detector and Sobe] Edge Detector. The edge detector for thi sy tem i the S b I 
edge detector. 
I c 
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2.5.2.1 Canny Edge Detector 
What is Canny Edge Detector? 
The Canny operator was designed to be an optimal edge detector (according to 
particular criteria - there are other detectors around that also claim to be optimal with 
respect to slightly different criteria). It takes as input a gray scale image, and produce as 
output an image showing the positions of tracked intensity discontinuitie (Internet 
Reference, 2710912004). 
How It Works? 
The effect of the Canny operator is determined by three parameter : 
i) The width of the Gaussian kernel used in the mo thing pha e, and th 
upper and lower threshold used by the tracker. Usually, the upper 
tracking threshold can be et quite high and the lower thre h Id quite I w 
for good results. ettin ' the lower thre hold t high will cau c n i. 
edge to break up. etting the upper threshold l low increa e th 
number of purious and undesirable ed re fra iment appcarin ' in the 
output 
ii) lncrea in ' the width f the nussian kern I redu e. the I t • t r's 
sun itivity lo 11ois , lit th xpens of'lo. in 1 semi of'tlt' lin ·rd ·tuil in the 
tlllH ' '. 
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iii) The localization error in the detected edges also increa e lightly a the 
Gaussian width is increased. 
The problem with Canny operator is to do with Y-junctions i.e. place wher 
three ridges meet in the gradient magnitude image. Such junctions can occur where an 
edge is partially occluded by another object. The tracker will treat two f the ridge a a 
single line segment, and the third one as a line that approaches, but doe n't quite connect 
to, that line segment. But this problem can be solved by including a model f uch 
junctions in the ridge tracker. This will ensure that no puriou gap are generated at 
these junctions. 
2.5.2.2 Laplacian Edge Detector 
What is Laplacian Edge Detector? 
lt is morphing algorithm which operates on features automatically extracted fr m 
target images. Tt is used to find the edges in the target image 
The Laplacian meth d searches f r zerocro sing in the ec nd derivati e f the 
image to find edges. 
How It Works? 
i) electin > an ima re to perform ed 1c detection. 
ii) Blur the im 1. 10 - To perform a morph, it i. >111 I ' selc ·I ·d • · .. Uut 1101 c er 
d re of th ima 0 only tho main {bffturcs. Thus, th. in11:1 re is blurr ·d pri 
ed c detection. This blurrin r is accomplu hod I y onvolvin • the irna 'C with a 
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gaussian (A gaussian is used because it is " mo th"; a general I w pa , filter ha 
ripples, and ripples show up as edges). 
iii) Perform Laplacian on this blurred image 
An example of Laplacian operations on a signal: 
f(t) ---- 
L r-. 
Figure 2.1: An example of ne dimensional signal 
The gradient of this signal (which, in one di men ion, i ju. t the fir t dcrivari e 
with respect to t) is taken and get the following: 
Figure 2.2: radient f the si mal: first derivative with respect t 
learly the iradient ha a lar e peak centered around the ed re, '0111JYI ill ' 
the >radienl to a (hr hold a11 ed 1e can b d t ·ct ·d wit 11 v ·r the thr , h Id L 
exceeded (as shown above . 111 thi. cu, e th ·d' iH ll 1111d, but the cd re lnll 
b c 1110 "thi k" duo to tho thr sholdin '· I Iowe r, sin ·c the eel JC ccurs at the 
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peak, localization can be made by computing the laplacian (in one dimen ion the 
second derivative with respect to t) and finding the zero cros ing . 
Zero Crossings 
Figure 2.3: Gradient of the signal; second derivative with respect tot 
The above figure shows the aplacian of the one-dimensi nal signal. A 
expected, the edge corresponds to a zero crossing, but other zer er ing can be 
seen which correspond to small ripples in the original ignal. 
iv) Find the zero crossings of the Laplacian and compare the I cal variance at thi 
point to a threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, declare an edge. But fat c edg 
may also be found due to ripple and texture in the image. T rem ve th e fal e 
edges, a step to the algorithm is added. 
v) Median Filter the image. Median filter i applied bccau 'C it rem 
noise while pre ervinn the cd cs. This yields a vet ·I an r pre, c111a1io11 th· 
majored ies ol'rho ori iinal ima 10, 
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2.5.2.3 Sobel Edge Detector : Chosen Edge Detector for the ystem 
What is Sobel Edge Detector? 
Sobel Edge Detector is an edge detector. The op rator of Sobel perform a 2-D 
spatial gradient measurement on an image and so emphasizes regions of high patial 
gradient that corresponds to edges. Typically it is used to find the approximate ab olute 
gradient magnitude at each point in an input grayscale image (Internet Reference 
08/07/2004). 
How it works? 
The obel dge Detector u es a imp le ionvolution k rn tl lo er ate a , erie f 
gradient magnitudes. Convolution K to pixel group p can be repre ented a : 
N(x,y) ==I I KU,k)p(x-j,y-k) 
k- -1 j -J 
It uses tw convolution kernels, one to detect ohan re in vertical c ntra t h 
and another to detect horizontal contrast (hy). 
Below are the c nvolution kernels: 
[
-1 
h, = -2 
-1 
0 ~]. 
0 1 
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Figure 2.4: An example of a picture 
Here is what the Sobel kernels do to the example picture (inversed I' pr vide better 
clarity): 
I~i iure 2.5: Image performed with obel 
Data can now be represented a' a vector iradien! ve ·tor 11s111 • S I. The tw 
zradient computed 11 i11 ' hx and h can b re arded us th and comp 11 ·11ts f th· 
vector. radient ma 111it11do and dir orion 011 bo r ·pr ·11t ·d 11 below: 
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g = [:;] 
g=)g;+g; 
e =tan~(:: J 
From the formula, g is the gradient vector, g is the gradient magnitude and n i the 
gradient direction. All keen programmers will notice that it is probably more efficient to 
simple calculate the magnitude by adding the absolute squares - this is indeed what 
many implementation of the Sobel detector do. Typically, an approximate magnitude i 
computed using: 
/g/ = /g, / + /gy/ 
which is much faster to compute. 
2.5.3 Why Sobel is chosen as the edge detector? 
i) It is a great algorithm to learn the basic of edge detection 
ii) It has two convolution kernels, to detect change in vertical contra t h.) and t 
detect horizontal contrast (hy) that suits with the foll wing repre entati 11 of 
image data, 1'11e Reduced hain de. 
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2.6 Shape representation for image data 
In general, there are two categories of hape representation. There are the 
boundary-based and the region-based. But in this system, the shape representation that is 
used is the boundary-based representation. The basic chain code can be used for 
representing the boundary of any shape (Freeman & Davis, J 977). The chain code 
representation consist of tracing the boundary that compose the image, starting at initial 
pixel and then using numbers to describe the next point 
The boundary can be traced in either a clockwise or a counter-clockwi manner 
and eight codes for every pixel are as igned according to the direction of the next pixel 
with respect to the current pixel. But basic chain code i not invariant t scale and 
rotation. 2 
3 2 I 
4 p 0 
5 6 7 
0 
5 
6 
7 
Figure 2.6: Chain ode -3x3 grid and dir ction codes 
2.6.l Reduced Chain ode 
ince the rdinnry chain code i 1101 invariant to cale and rotation m dified 
chain codes is used for tbo purp so of shape 1 opresentaf n. The m dilled chain c de i. 
the Reduced hain ode. 
The redu • ·d ·hniu code will be us in tho . ystem to r .pre cut i111a c data f r th· 
boundary f imauc input· to tho system. II can diffornntialc th • rotation mid Ille scale 
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any shape represented. There wi11 be four numbers (0, ·1,2,3) u ed to c de the boundary 
of an image according to the direction of the next pixel with respect to the current pixel. 
The direction is described by each number in the reduced chain code below: 
2 
3 2 1 
0 p 0 
I 2 3 
0 
2 
Figure 2.7: Reduced chain code -3x3 grid and direction codes 
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2. 7 Matching using String Measure Technique 
There are a few type of string measure technique uch as the Nonlinear la tic 
Matching, Extended Distance and Weighted evenshtein Distance. All of thi 
measurement is used as instruments for measuring shape similarity between imaged 
coded into strings of symbols by algorithm. The type of ting measure technique use in 
this system is the Weighted Levenshtein Distance. 
2.7.1 Nonlinear Elastic Matching (NEM) 
An interesting alternative measure is called nonlinear ela tic matching. Thi 
mea: ure does not obey the traditional metric propertie but in lead it is a relaxed et f 
metric properties. [n practice, this provides the same advantages a any metric, and 
therefore can be used for clu tering. However, the arbitrary number of p ints di rributed 
on the edges, the need of determining certain starting matching points and the 
complexity of computing using dynamic programming makes thi mea ure inappr priate 
for very large data sets. 
Given two string of image, A {a1,a2,. .. ,am} and ={b1,b2, ... , 11} in rder t 
define the N ~ M distance let one iteratively define quantities d(iJ), <1. 
d( I , I ) = h( I , I ) 
d(i l)=d(i-1 1) h i,I i>I 
d I J) d( I j-1) I· h I J j I 
d i,j 111i11 {d(i-1,j-1 , d(i j-1 d(i-1,j} I It i j i .. I aud j I 
and 
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{ 0, if a= b, h(ij) = 1 ' otherwise 
The value of d(ij) is a measure of the difference between the substrings {a1,a2, ... a111}and 
{b1,b2, ... ,bn}. The NEM distance between strings A and B is defined as 
~M(A,B) = d(m,n). 
2.7.2 Extended Distance 
Extended Distance can be interpreted as a generalization of symb 1 rewriting 
rules into the following rules concerning groups of ymbol : 
a a b - a b b (a p) 
a b b - a a b (a p) 
a-b (p) 
a = a a ( /3 q) 
s -a (q) 
a a -a(yt~ 
a-cM 
where a and bare generic symbols p q q are the sub titution, insertion and dal ti n 
costs respectively; and a, fJ, rare real numbers i11 [O, 1 j, and e i an empty yrnb I. 
Letting 
w, { 0, if' H b1 a p, if U1.1 ti b1.1 and n 11 b, bJI I 
or (n .1 II b ·I b and a II I I I jl I 
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{ 
p, otherwise 
= /3 q, if 31= ~j-1 = bj 
q, otherwise 
= { yr, if a..r= a, = bj 
r, otherwise 
the Extended Distance can be recursively defined as 
D ED (A,B) =l/m.n) 
w. J 
w 
2. 7.3 Weighted Levenshtein Distance 
Weighted Levenshtein distance (WLD) i a one of the strin 1 measure di ranee 
technique. Tt measures the similarity between two strings. It compute the similarity 
between source and target features. According to their similarity value, matching pr cc 
in the database is done and similar image is sort ut. Then the similar image are 
displayed to the user. 
WLD technique i based on the concept that tring A can be rewritten int trin 
by mean of one of three possible yrnbol operations, namely, symb I ub tituti n, 
symbol insertion and symbol deletion. Thero is a enorally more 1hn11 ne wa .. f 
rewriting string A into strin ) each one characterized by the number \, ik and di.: f 
the intervening substitution insertions and deletions: lhat are called N. If th· c , ts 
relative I each operation are p, q and 1, r Hp· •ti vol the WI, b tw · 11 A and 13 i · 
defined n . 
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An iterative definition ofWLD, useful for its practical implementation is 
/(ij) =min { /(i-1, j-1) + Ws, /(i, j-1) +w., l(i-1) wd} 
for l:S i :Sm and 1:::;j 
= { 0, 
p, 
:::; n with 
otherwise 
and boundary conditions 
f(i,O) = ir i=0,1,2, ... ,m 
l(O,j) = Jq j= 0, 1,2, ... ,n. 
Then it can be proven that 
Dw1,1 (A,B)=/(m,n) 
The image that will be retrieved is based on the cornpari on made between the 
Weighted Levenshtein Distance of the images. lf the greater the Weighted even. htein 
Distance is, the more different the string are and this means that the target image i not 
similar to the source image. 
To retrieve the relevant or similar ima e t the one queried t the y tern the ur 
string must be identical or not so different with the target string. Then the utput 
image that have imilar shape with the source ima 1e or shape chosen by the u er. 
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2.8 Comparison with existing system 
2.8.1 Image Edge Detection 
This system is developed by Miss Azimah Razali, a student of Faculty of 
Science Computer and Information Technology, University of Malaya on the 
year 2002. The purpose of this system is to detect edge of digital images. It is 
software to detect edges and is a stand-alone system 
Two main methods are used in this system are the Laplacian method and 
Gaussian. The Laplacian is a 2-D isotropic measure of the econd patial 
derivative of an image. Beside these two method , Sobel, Robert and Prewitt 
Operators are also provided in this sy tern with limited functionality. 
The five main task in this ystem are input image by the user of the 
system, pre-procession in order to make sure the detection i accurate, detection 
process, preview displayed images and printing out the riginal image. 
The expected users of this system are kindergarten teacher , picture 
editor and student who studying image processing. 
There is a similarity between the technique used in Ima 1e d re ctccti n 
and our Image Retrieval System for Web that i to detect edges, obel d 
Detector is used. 
The main difference between both of tho sy, 1e111 is that the Image dge 
Detection is a stand-alone sy tern while our system is a web-bus ·d s nern. W b- 
ba ed system is 111or • pruotical these dnys · cause man s stem' ar · d t:I p f r 
the use in the intern I to m ik ii cosier for us lo 11 • ·c sand use it. 
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2.8.2 Blobworld Image Retrieval System (Internet Reference, 02/09/2004) 
· Bfobworld Image retrlevol using region• 
BlobWor1d is a system for contliln~based Image retrieval. By automallcelly segmenong each .m ge into 
regions which roughly correspond to objects or parts of objects, wa allow users to qu 1y for photographs 
,Jl.!;J.!lJ.llliilLW..UUU.ii . based on the objects they contain. 
For example, here's a picnre of a wolf along With Its Blobworld reprosentatlon: 
From this page, you nave several options; 
• Trv Blobworld guerv 
• Teke a quick tour of sample queoes . 
• Read a technical paper about Blobworld. 
Figure 2.8: An example of the Blobworld Interface 
Blobworld Image Retrieval System is online y tem for content-ba ed image 
retrieval. It automatically segment each image int regi ns which roughly c rre p nd 
to objects or parts of objects. This system allows users to query f r photo raph bas cd 
on the objects they contain. The query is a combination of keyword and c ntent-ba d 
searching. The user has option either to search image with c ntent-ba d query r 
keyw rd query or both. 
This system contains too many i111n 1es i11 their ima 1 srorn re llml mi hl fi·cl 
the accuracy or ima ~ retrieval whore by too 1111111 ima will be r ·11 i · ·d lhnt is 11 t 
related 10 th >fr quor . Another disadv nun te ol lhiH . I •111 is lhttl 11. ·r ·a1111ot suv · or 
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download the images retrieved. Compared to om sy tern u er can d wnload irnag s that 
they had retrieved. 
2.8.JOUDB 
OUDB is a virtual image retrieval system that retrieves images ba ed on 
their color. The system divides its query-menu into two where user can choo e whether 
the flags of countries images or the college football helmets images. User also can use 
nearest neighbor query option by insert the number of top results they want. 
Compared to our system, our sy tern can provide many more choice of 
images and also a variety of image type. While thi y tern provide limited choice of 
images. 
l•i ure 2.9: Main interface of the 0 DB 
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2.8.4 CalPhotos 
I 
!~Jelfil~' 
1'1'1 
f, 111k:ltiit 'l1\r~ 
.aat~)jlQ 
! f:AQ 
I 
I 
~~~~~~~~ 
I ' 
p~~1 ogr~Qhm 
B~ 
Cal Photos 
'· CaJPh~tos is a collection of 69,610 images of plants, 'tlnimals, fou1ls, people, and landsc8pes. A variety of organizations and 
: individuals ha\lll contributed photographs to CalPhotos. P1$iO Ila 11warE1 thQt these v~dous contributors malnt in copyright and follow 
alas . the u?aga guidelines provided with each Image. 
' 11To look for photos, choose one or more of the options below and click on Search. Th tot I number of photos for each cat gory Is 
fsho\1)'11 in parentheses fulllW(ing the ca\egory name. 
' YQIJ cen also use the custom ouery fotm for adVonted quorlos. 
I 
;, (..,.."~-e-arc_h...., ( R set] 
Scientific Name [ci:in~in~ ..• ~ff·· .. . .. ... / 
exarnpla: Agraulis vanlllae (co• onlmporiaht) 
common Name j';;)~'tains "'· • ·· . .. J 
exarnple: death c p (ca o unimportant) 
Lotilitll>n I _ 
rru teKt docriptiOn of place, Example: Yo~m11e 
Cal. Cou"ty jNO'cdor(Sos) · , ,.~ 
US State 
Country r;;;·· ~ , :·=· ., ,;J. j 
Coll11c:tl1>n r~·,;y""'''"'''''"'"'''''''''"''':;~ 
Photographer [b.">.". · . ~ .. · · · .' . 
Picture's ID I"' ..... I_ ,;;·~ r .. - --.- ·-i 
.~.~~~.~ .. ,,,,,,.~1.l ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
v 
rlr. 
O•IPhotos is dedlcat&d lo rhe memory of Brother E(!c. !laoal 
1 ~ ~cJ.igitel . .1 rHry 
prQ ecT 
Digital Library Pmioct 
Univ rally of C liromi , B rk I y 
Q\jQwliQQQ ,S. QQtntnOOI§ 
Figure 2.12: An example of the al Photos interface 
Thr u rh this system, user can search for ima 10 . The u er ha t specif. rireria 
of the ima ics that they wn11I to rotriov , 11 ·h n T po of 1 hot >, ·i ·ntific Name ·11t~.1i11 in 
the Photo and man mor . 
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It provides a query interface that is hard to use by novice 11 er. Be ides that, u er 
has to ask for the photographers' permission if they want to use the retrieved image . 
But as a comparison, our Image Retrieval System for Web will provide interface 
that are easy to use by any user and they can also download the image that they had 
retrieved. 
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2.9 User Interface Design Technique 
It is an important for the Image Retrieval System for Web to have an interfac 
that is user friendly and easy to use. The issues to consider are to under rand the users, 
their tasks and the technology to be use for the user interface. 
The scope of user is for all types of people that have internet access as for the 
system is a web-based system. This means that the system is generally for the novice 
user. 
The basic tasks involved in this system is querying, retrieving and d wnloadin r 
image. For the querying process, the users have to choose what type of query that they 
want to use. After the querying process, the next interface i the retrieval interface. The 
retrieved images that are similar to the query will be di played to the user in the 
interface. After choosing an image from the images retrieved, the u er can download the 
image from the download page. 
The technology used to display the sy tern must upport raphical u er 
interfaces. It can be either provided in the operating sy tern or internet brow r. M 
browser 11111 in mo t operating y tem. o for this y tern, platform indcpendenc mu t 
be considered. This means that instead dcsi 11i11' interface for the ch sen operating 
system, it is better to provide an interface thut can perul in both dorninmin • web 
browser that is the Mlcrosof lnteruct Explor rand Nets .apo Nnvi •ul r. 
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2.1.0 Chapter Summary 
This chapter consist the literature review for the Image Retrieval Sy tem for 
Web. The literature is about the techniques used to develop Module 1 and Module 2 in 
the system. The techniques involved in the review are Sobel Edge Detector, Reduce 
Chain Code, User Interface Design and Weighted Levenshtein Distance. 
The explanation of tools and related technologies used in the ystem is al o in 
this chapter. Among the explanation are the internet, web server, web browser, tools, 
programming language 
There is also a comparison of existing systems that are Image Edge Detection, 
Blobworld, OODB and CalPhotos. The comparison is only to discuss the advantage f 
the system to be developed compared to other systems. 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Methodology means the science of method. lt i a multiple tep that will b a 
guide through the entire work in approaches that will effect on the final output of a 
product that is the Image Retrieval System. 
In this system development, the methodology consi t an approach to oftware 
development that is supported with a set of technique and notation, a life cycle model, 
and the support from unifying set of procedures and philosophy aid. 
For this memodolosr, its aim is to make an efficient development cycle, high 
quality system, to get a fast turn-around at a low cost n ystem development. 
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3.2 System Development Methodology 
3.2.1 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
The system to be developed must go through the Sy tern Development Lif 
Cycle. SDLC is ongoing regarding the activitie related to the system development. 
During the life cycle, there is a timeliness and deadlines until the system is installed and 
accepted by the user. 
The five phases m the traditional SDLC are investigation, analysis, design, 
implementation, and maintenance and review are applied to the Image Retrieval Sy tem 
for Web. 
•!• System investigation 
Identify the potential problems and opportunitie to define the y tern project and 
move on to the next phase. 
•!• System analysis 
) When the problem is defined, the analysis is done to earch for alternative 
solve it such as a study done on existing sy tern. This will bring to a Ii t f 
requirements for the Image Retrieval System for Web. 
•!• System Design 
).- In this phase, the technical design fi r the y tern i done t de rib the n 
system. 
•!• System implementation 
).> Fr 111 tho a' .omblin ' of the acquired or creat •d ystcm c mp nents d ·tail cl in 
the system desi in the 11 w syst 111 ii{ p11I i 1110 p ·rnt ir111. 
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•!+ System maintenance and review 
~ When the new system i initialized, this pha e make ure that th sy tern 
operates. Other than that, modifying will be done conrinu u ly to meet the 
changing business needs. 
c------------ 
1 
' f System investigation 
I ~------------ 1 . I System analysts 
• r-------;;:.:-deoi~ 
I ~--.-.-- ............. -.- ....... 
I 
I 
I ,;.------------- ' .--~~--"---~~~---. 
l 
System implementation 
S ystern m sirnenanc e 
& review 
..,. __ ,,..._..,.. _ 
Figure 3.1: Traditional ystem Development Life ycle 
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3.3 System Life-Cycle Model 
In every system developed, there must be a model to represent the ystem life- 
cycle. For the Image Retrieval System for Web, the model of sy tem life-cycle cho en i 
the Iteration-and-Incremental Model. 
3.3.1 Iteration-And-Incremental Model 
The basic idea of an iterative approach is to develop a system incrementally o 
that the system developer can learn and take advantage from what ha been done earlier 
.in the development process. 
Iteration process is where version of an artifact is revised over and over again o 
that each version i closer to its target than its predeces: or until reaching a ati fyin > 
ver ion. 
Miller's Law tate that human can only handle even chunk unit f inf rmati n 
at a time. To handle this restriction, stepwise refinement i u ed. 
Stepwise refinement is where concentration i only on a pects that are current! 
most important and postpone until later those aspects that are currently le s critical. ~ r 
example, for a requirement document, con ideration is on ev n important requirem nt 
until there is this next most-important requirement. It g e on and n which mak it an 
incremental proces . 
Jn practice, an artifact is con tructcd piece by piece 111cr nn nlati n and 'a h 
increment , es throu rh multiple version (iteration) 
The five different workflow involved in the entire life cy le are: 
• R '<Jllir 111 nts workflow 
+ This is lo d tennin wluu Ilic user 11ccd. t111d I Ii 011. t1 ui11t1-1. 
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• Analysis workflow 
+ This workflow concentrates on analyzing and refining the 
requirement'> to know what the system is uppo ed to do. 
• Design worktlow 
+ This is where detail description on how the system does all the 
functions of the system. 
• Implementation workflow 
+ Implementation of the target system is done in this workflow. The 
process is done where the ystem 
subsystem to implement it in parallel. 
• Test workflow 
+ Test workflow is done throughout the whole system devel pment. 
partitioned into smaller 
From Figure 3.2, within each increment, the Waterfall M del repeal 
itself that make up the process of iteration. But the figure i not intended t an 
accurate representation of precisely how the system product devel ped. Al 
from tJ1e figure, the number of increment doe not have to be 4 increment and 
iterations. It only shows the emphasis change fr m ilerati n. Thi mean that th 
number of increment mid iteration for a system vary according t th u e fit. 
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RequiremehtS 
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3.3.2 The Waterfall Model 
The Waterfall Model is u ed for the iteration pr ce in each increment. It 
is a linear model with feedback loops. 
Changed 
requirement - - . I 
Analysis 
L-- 
L-- Implementation -- ' 
Testing 
- - - - .,.. Mnintnncncn 
___. Development 
Figure 3.3: Waterfall Model 
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3.3.3 The advantages of Iteration and Incremental Model 
1. Multiple opportunitie are offered for checking that the y tern is 
correct. Faults can be detected earlier becau e ev ry iteration 
incorporates the test workflow to check for error. 
2. The robustness of the underlying architecture can be determined 
relatively early in the life cycle. Robu tne s i an important quality 
for handling extensions in property of a sy tern and change without 
falling apart. 
3. Iteration-and-incremental model enable ri k to be mitigated earlier. 
4. This model fit for working version fa y tern that keep n having 
changes. 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter is about the methodology used in developing the 1 mage Retrieval 
System for Web. In general, the System Development Life Cycle is e .plained because 
every system must go through this life-cycle. Then the model u ed for the ystem is the 
Iteration-and-Incremental Model. It is chosen as the model because it has many 
advantages. But the main advantage that it perform routine testing throughout the 
iteration and incremental development process so that correction on the error can be 
done earlier. This can reduce the cost of post delivery maintenance. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANAL YSJS 
System analysis is a technique to . olve problem that decompose the system to be 
develop into component pieces. The purpose of this system analy is i to know how well 
those component parts work and interact to accompli h their purpose. For the Image 
Retrieval System for Web, the system analysis covers the functional requirement, non- 
functional requirement, software requirement and hardware requirement. 
4.1 Requirement Analysis 
Requirement analysis phase is also called definition phase or logical design 
pha e. A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of what the y tern i 
capable of doing. And for that, the requirement analy is i done to fulfill the y tern 
purpose and define the requirement for a new ystem. The requirement analy is cover 
the area of functional and non-functional requirement of this project. 
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4.2 Functional Requirement 
A functional requirement will describe an interaction between the y tern and its 
environments. It can predict how a system reacts in certain ituarion. Functional 
requirement are subsystems features and functions that must be included in an 
Information System and are frequently identified in terms of processors, outputs, inputs 
and stored data that are needed to satisfy the system needs and be accepted to the users. 
The functional requirements for the Image Retrieval System for Web are: 
i) Access the System 
---••1 Access 
System 
User Web server 
Figure 4.1: The Access the System Use Case 
Brief Description: 
The Image Retrieval System is an online system. It can be acce by the u er through the 
internet. 
Step-by-step escription: 
I. The user just ha to typo in the R of the system 
2. The web-s erver will define the website 
3. The 'Y tern will be displayed for the use of the user 
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ii) Request image 
Database 
User 
Figure 4.2: The Request Image Use Case 
Brief Description: 
The user can request the images using the system. From the main menu, the u er can 
select what shape of image that they want to retrieve. 
rep-by-step Description: 
1. User chooses what hape or image that they want to reque t for from the menu 
button. 
2. The system processes the query and sends it to the database. 
3. The database returns images that are queried by the u er. 
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iii) Input image 
Database 
User 
Figure 4.3: The Input Image Use Case 
Brief Description: 
The user will input the image to find images with similar shape. 
Step-by-step Description: 
I. From the main page of the system, the user brow es for the image from any 
directory of the computer. 
2. The selected the image i then analyzed in the sy tern and transform t image 
data. 
3. The data of the image is match with the data in the database. 
4. The database returns images that have similar shape with the input image. 
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iv) Retrieve image 
Database 
User 
Figure 4.4: The Retrieve Image Use Case 
Brief De cription: 
The u er will retrieve images that are similar to their query. 
Step-by-step De cription: 
I. The u er queries the image either by u ing the menu button r by input ima e. 
2. The ystem proces e the query and end it to the databa e. 
3. Databa e then return the similar. hape ima ie: t the user thr u rh the s t m. 
v) Download image 
D tabase 
U er 
l•i urc 4.5: The ownload Ima re Use a. 
rief I escription: 
An r the us ·r r ·triovcd ~ill th r ·q11 ·st ·cl ima • .s, th· 11. ·r and nl ad th image. 
t 'I .. b -Ht ·p I o. iplion: 
I. 'l'ho user ·Ii· 011 th· dowul >11 I butt 11 pr id ·d in the mt rface t d wnl ad the 
imn '' tri v ·cl. 
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bnnge Rettieval 
S~stilm fot \Veb 
User 
Web server 
Figure 4.6: verall e-ca e of the Functi nal R uir ment 
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4.3 User J nterface Specification 
As for the system is a web-based sy tem, the na igation can be using links and 
buttons. These navigations will lead the u er to other pages and functions of the system. 
The user interface must be ea y to navigate through. It is because the system 
scope is for novice user that need no training in order to use the system. 
In the main page, the interface design is concern with the main function of the 
system that is the image retrieval menu. The component that build up the main 
interface: 
i) Button - For the user to choose what type of image hape they want to retrie e 
e.g. circle, square, etc. 
ii) Text file field - For the user to brow e an image to be input into the tem t 
find imilar images. 
iii) Link - Other page that is related to the y tem uch a 'A ut that 
describe about the devel per ackground and 'Hi t ry" t xplain the hist ry f 
the system development. 
Screen Formats of the s st m 
lnf rrnation 
Statement t be delivered lo u er 
• 1.: In the sy. tern information pr vidcd i in the A ut 
user can access overall de criprion and inforrnati n ah ut th 
Navi ration 
Allow the user to be able t acces sand na i •at thr ugh the 
Hal 'O runkes tho expert u 'Cr fell thot they arc c ntrolling the tern 
Ii.>.: Lin . to dir ·cl th us· fr 111 11 ·po'· I n11 ther page. 
A 'lion 
Involv , 11 tio11 c r int rn ·tivily in the s rem 
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4.4 Non-functional requirement 
The non-functional requirement i to describe the constraints on the system. It is 
important so that the system is easy to u e, operate a intended, provides output that is 
reliable to the user and can be maintained from time to time so that it copes with the 
evolving environment of web-ba ed ystem. 
i) Downloading time 
The system involves a lot of image . So the d wnloading time for thi y tern i 
a bit 1 w especially when di playing image . But thi pr blem can be lved b u mg 
uitable type of image type uch a gif. Thi image file type can be u ed becau it ha 
an interlacing property - irna re blur at the time f downloadin i. 
ii) Reliability 
The sy tem hould provide a ystem that i reliable f r the u r. lt sh ul i b al I' 
retrieve similar images that are queried and accurat t r tum minimal fal e res ult. 
iii) asc of use 
The u scr of the ystem could be any ne wh th int met and into the 
y tem. So the system must be ca y to u e for n vice u rand n d n training. This can 
be achieved with the desi in of' user fri .udly int .rfacc. 
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iii) Maintainability 
The system will be maintained fr m time to time by the ystem developer or the 
administrator. Maintenance is important when en-or encountered and needed to be fixed. 
iv) Accuracy 
The system needed accuracy on the image retrieved. Accuracy is when the 
number of image with similar shape is high in the retrieved images. The ystem can be a 
reliable sy tern if the retrieval is accurate. 
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4.5 Software Requirement 
Table 4.1: S ftware Requirement 
Software Type Software Name 
Operating System Windows XP 
Application Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
Microsoft Front Page 
Adobe Photoshop 
Internet Explorer 
Database SQL Server 
Programming language ASP.N T 
4.6 Hardware Requirement 
Table 4.2: Hardware Requir ment 
Hardware Type pecification 
Processor 
Memory 224 MB of RAM 
Hard Di k 40 
Input evice 
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4.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter i to do analy i for the system to know what is required. The 
system covers functional, non-functional ystem software and hardware requirement. 
The system analysis is important because it enables the developer to determine each part 
or component works and can be composed to build a system. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
In this chapter, . y tern desi mis the pecification of the detailed Image Retrieval 
System computer-ha ed solntion. The ystem design would be explained in drawings. 
This type of design is ca11ed the Model-Driven De ign. It emphasizes drawing system 
model to document technical and implementation aspects of a system. The model- 
driven design approaches used in this sy tem are Modern Structured Design, 
Information Engineering, Prototyping and Object-Oriented Design. 
Modem Structured Design 
ft is a sy tern design technique that decompo e the y tem' proce e 
into manageable c mponent . 
lnformation Engineering 
It i a model-driven and data-centered ut pr cc -. n. iti ct echniqu . 
In this system, this technique i use t plan, analyze and d i in and 
information sy tem. 
Prototyping 
Thi i am dern-ba cd appr ach t de ign. It i an iterati e pr ' 
inv lving the relation hip between the d i m rs and th us r .. 
bject-oriented c ign 
This type of de i n 11 ed technique t r fine the bj tr uirernents 
dcfiniti 11 identified earlier during the anal i and to d ign- pecific 
objo I,'. 
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5.1 System network design of Image Retrieval System 
User 
Request system 
using URL Display system 
Web brow er 
Sends user Sends system 
request feedback 
Web erver 
Acces system 
ystem feedback 
ystcm 
(Image Retrieval 
ystern for Web) 
Figure 5.1: y tern netw rk de i n 
face 111 th Image Retrie al 
ystem for Wob. 'I he user will type in the tern ' R end 
(he 111-1 r requ l l th w h s rv ·r. Th ·11 the web. ervcr will tlCCC the · tem. The 
fcodbuck from th Io use Ilic s • tern. 
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5.2 Structure Chart of Image Retrieval System 
Image 
~dge detection: 
Sobel Edge Detector 
Shape repre entation for 
image data: 
Reduce Chain Code 
tring Mea ure Technique: 
Weighted Leven thein 
Di ranee 
Figure 5.2: tructure hart 
tructure chart depict th proce of the image anal zing, din b Ii 
used for the analyzing and detecting the edge, the ima e dat ill r pr ut u mg 
R educed hain do and tho Woi ihtcd L ·vcn lh .in di tan e i u d tring measure 
technique. 
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5.3 Data Flow Diagram of Image Retrieval System 
1--lnput Im 911--1 
Extract input 
Image 
User 
Image Query 
Process query Query matching.,. Database 
Cilek hape button 
Shape button 
chosen 
Query 
Display similar Images ~--------Similar Jmages,-----J 
Figure 5 .3: Data Flow Diagram 
This Data Flow diagram is build u ing the Gane and Sar on approach. The verall 
diagram depict the process of image retrieval through the database. There are two way 
for the user query for the requested image . They can either input a11 irna r click n 
shape button. Then the query will be proce sed and re ult will be similar ima 'Y that 
would be displayed to the u er. 
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5.4 Database Design 
Table 5. l: Database de ign 
Jmage_data 
Square This is a 
picture of a 
square box 
Pink box 
Shape Description Original_lmage Image name 
032 
This is the example design of the database. Tt would only contain a table to store the 
images and the details. The attributes are: OriginalTmage, Image jiame, Image_data, 
Shape and Description. 
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5.5 User Interface Design for Image Retrieval System 
Link Link 
Figure ab ve is the u er interface de i zn of the Image Retrie al . tern r W b. A ri f 
descripti n about this de ign i that thi would be the ba cline ur main pa f th 
006000 
Text Box: Filo Nnmo ( Browse 
( OK ( Cant-.el 
lnstruction on how to 11 o tho tom 
Figure 5.4: Main Page Interface 
sy tern. The functions in this y tern would be di pla din th main pa 
hape buttons and the file text box to input the imau b the u er. 
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0 
This is the list if images similar to the circle shape 
,, 
DODD 
'£illl 
DODD 
Spot light E h 
Figure 5 .5: Retrieval Page Interface 
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{ ,~ "' ~·- 
<s::»: 
, 
J 
Description: This is an image of circle shape ball. 
Size: 0.5 MB 
File Type: .gif 
( ) DOWNLOAD 
* lick on the download bu/Jon ifyou wish Lo save the image 
Figure 5.6: Download Page Interface 
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5.6 Chapter Summary 
The system design consists of figures and description of the figure that are 
related to the Image Retrieval System for Web. The design involves system network 
design, structure chart:, data flow diagram, database design and user interface design. 
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CHAPTER 6: System implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
Implementation is the process of translating the detailed design into code. In 
chapter 5, the design had been made, and in this chapter will explain more about the 
process of assuring that the system can be translated into code from the design and 
executed as a program. System implementation implements the various components of 
the system based on the collected requirements, where the design is translated into a 
machine-readable form. 
6.2 Development Environment 
Development environment explains about the hardware, oftware and platf rm 
involved in the system implementation. 
6.2.1 Hardware used in the system implementation 
Table 6.1: Li t of hardwar 
No. Name Tyl) 
2 RAM 
Intel Pentium 4 
256MB 
Proces r 
St ra ie 
4. ther standard de ktc p P comp neut. 
4 
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6.2.2 Software used in the system implementation 
Table 6.2: A list of software used 
No. Name Type 
1 Operating System Microsoft Windows XP 
2 Web server Microsoft Internet Information Service 
V5.1 
3 Database Management SQL Server 2000 
System 
4 Web Development Tool Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
Coding Language 
• User Interface ASP.NET 
• Server Side Scripting VB.NET 
• Client Side Scripting VB.NET 
5 Graphic Creation Adobe Photoshop 6.0, Micro oft Paint 
6 Web Browser Microsoft Internet xplorer 6.0 
7 Documentation Microsoft Office 
6.3 Platform Environment 
To start· rho system development the platf rm en ironrn nt must be prepared 
beside the hardware and software used. 
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The platform development wiIJ include setting up the Microsoft SQL Server 
2000, configure IIS server, and install Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003. 
6.3.1 Setting Microsoft SQL Server 
The SQL Server is installed as client manager. To use the Enterprise Manager 
with the LOCALHOST as server, ne SQL Server Setup form the MSDE must be 
installed. 
In SQL server, Enterprise manager tool is used to create system database and all 
of the associated objects such as tables, views, diagrams and other. 
For the system development, the Enterprise manager tool is u ed to create the 
lmage Retrieval System databa e named IRS. Then tables created in the databar c. ne 
example of table created is ImageGallery table. 
1:" 
HI..-<•.; YM (Nat rtor eoicoilon) 
)di•'ily~~ I 
Id°"'~~ (n(lomtrot l 
~"',,.,,_~ 
Fi tur 6.1: 'I ho dcsi tn vi w of the Image iallery table in the IR database 
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To enable the administrator to gain access to the IRS database, the user of the 
database must be set. Aft:er the new database user had been created, the permission to 
SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE is selected to enable the administrator to 
upload, view and delete images through the user interface of the Image Retrieval System 
for Web. 
. ...... 00._::1 ·~· J - - C-.CN I I ti.., I 
Figure 6.2: Managing Penni ion for the database user. 
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6.3.2 Configure US v5.1 
The ns is to be installed. After the ns is installed successfully, new virtual 
directory is created in the Default Web Site. For the system development, virtual 
directory for the Image Retrieval System for Web named 'Irs' is created. 
The virtual directory wi1l allows users access the application through HTTP 
protocol using web browser. The root directory for the IRS application is 
http://localhost/irs/ 
ndex.esox 
Iii lr$.vbprol 
lrs. vbproJ.wel:lnfo 
Iii, Global.~x 
Gfobt1l. esa:<, Vb 
Figure 6.3: Virtual Directory for the Image Retrieval Sy tern for web· ir 
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6.3.3 Install Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 and set the IRS web application 
project, 
The.NET framework is the latest technology and it has also become the 
established way to build dynamic web pages and web-based application on a windows 
Server platform. The Microsoft Visual Studio.Net 2003 is the most apparent 
development tool for working with ASP.Net. Thus, Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
is core tool of the project implementation that provides a whole range of editing, 
debugging and code building tools. 
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 is used to develop the Image Retrieval 
System for Web. New web application project is created named 'irs'. [n the project, 
pages are created using ASP.NET and code behind using VB.NET. 
, Pro1ett Type$i 
: ~~ Vjsua! $a$lt Projects 
/,, · ·8ID VISU.!11 C.# Projects ,_ 
I ~ Visual J# Projects 
r+l ~ Visual C ++ Projects 
!. lfil8 Setup and Deployment Projects 
ltl ll]J) Other Projects 
· tJ Vls\Jal Studio SolutJons 
Templates: 
~ 
Windows 
Application 
. .•. 
ASP.NET Web Application 
S!Mrt Device A 
Application 
f ft project for Or'edltlnQ M <!!pplicatlom With a Web user lnterf ace 
y 
loc:atlo1~1 r http~i"il~t<'.llhoSt/lrs 
t• Add to olution <• Clo$e Solution 
Rro1t.'d will bl) C're~ed et h~tp.:/µocalhP$t/~s. 
? Browse .. , ..:.J _ ___, 
o. Cancel j _ Help _J 
I'iguro 6.4: I low lo create web applicati n in Micro oft Visual tudi .N 2003. 
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6.4 Coding Environment 
The coding environment is developed using the Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 
software. It involves types of coding approach used, programming language used and 
coding facilities. 
6.4.1 Coding Approach 
There are two types of coding approach: top-down and bottom-up. The Image 
Retrieval System for Web was developed modularly using both coding approach. 
6.4.1.1 Bottom-up approach 
The bottom-up coding is based on coding the lower-level module initially and 
leaving the high level modules merely as skeletons that are used to call the I wer 
modules whereas the top-down approach is the reverse of the bottom-up approach. 
6.4.1.2 Top-down approach 
Top-down involves building the high level oftware m dule that ar refined int 
functions and procedures. This means that the higher-level m dule t b c d d fir t 
before the lower modules. The codes in the lower module contain only an entry and an 
exit. 
6.4;2 Pro •rnmming hlnguugc use to .ode 
111 tho Vi, uni Siudio.NET, tw 111ai11 pro iramrnin ~ language u ed i ASP.NET 
Hild VO.NET. 
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6.4.2.1 ASP.NET 
The ASP.N T i a programming language used to develop the interface of the 
Image Retrieval System. Jt is used in the system development because it can be used to 
author applications in any .NET compatible language, including VB.NET. This 
programming language is embedded in the HTML code. 
Each Web Form starts and ends with ASP.NET tag. The following figure depicts 
the use of ASP.NET to code the interface. 
"DotoL1et;l" :JtVla•"Z-DlD~X: 101; LtrT: 160px; PO~ITION: ab!!lolute; TOP: 256px" 
Font•Nw~cu•"Vcrd"no• V~pe t~o lU111I1e·"~" repcat.di(ec~ 1on••Hor1~ontol" lleii;ib.t.•"96" 
"'1Jctth•"150" be j(Jht•"l00"><!. hre.t.• 1 <tt#"I.tnaoer2. a~px ?Sourc:e•DB,id•" 
ttlllinder.l!:vtll (Cont:tliner .Dtl\tlltcm, "imtlQl!!ID")~>' tom;iet•_l:llank> 
~~c•' <~#"tm"Q r .aepx'8ourc •D:B,:ld•" ' l)oc Bind c . tvel (Cont 1n11r. Dat It: m, ".lm 1:1 ID")'> 
,c.u:IC.l.i!~!1Wl...nllUJ;U="::.+00'1><4 hn~t·' <'#"l:i.>ll9er2. oepx ?!lource•D8'1d.•" 
r. Doc~Iccm, "1mflQ ID")'>' tnc..-ci;• l:lle.nk> 
geNane") '></ b</TD> - 
</TR> 
<IT.A.BL!> 
</ lt:tlmT mpl ti!!> 
</a11p1cis,t Uet;><:aep: lal;>al 1<;l•"Ltll:lcl1" 11r,.yt •"Z•IND!:X: 10~; LltrT: 184pxi P~lTlON; "olut ; TOP: 16pK" 
~ unc•~·•eervet '' 
ront-Not10:.ei••1111owc rd Oothic11 11:e11~11~··121px" Wiclch•"392px" re Colo~·•lllack" ront-lHe •"Xt-L coe•> 
upload Imag </oepi le.l:l l><lNPUT 1ct••Up1oaclrLlt!!" "t~·l •"t-rND[X: 102; LtrT: 2eepx1 llIDTI<1 256px1 
POSITION: al!l!!OlUt ) TOP! U2px; HEIGHT: Hpx• 
1•yru••"-t le" ~ l r.1••"23" l"J~rnt •"Up 10 dFi l " run.tt"•"e~rvec"> 
6.4.2.2 VB.NET 
YB. N T is u ed to support the function written f r the pag in Ima R tri val 
System. It is written as code-behind of every page. The f l1 wing exarnpl explains the 
u e f VB.N •T to support the function of a page. 
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Dt• 1IWIM1tl'l.t u IJtdn~ 
tt ll:•crunt.t•ttl."I 1- 't:'lttl.tl'l(J Th•I\ 
... t\lltl'\. 
l'l•• 
T~Jll • •-auot1•1D•1.~ttl•OO 
''"" 11; 
DU• •t1.l1.onNJOL A• ari:rnq 
ttql O~t. " •.orW.l•t.lOD ld•UO.Jp uu. •U•••0t•1 illt:•~C•\ACI HC\llttrlt:tf' 
""°'ll'l•t'•Ut 1utt11n·n.f tl'lfet•U\Mll tl'ltt.t•I a•l!•ltlq•tu• ~·.!.• ui At ti .. • tQ.l.t' ~1nitlf\.iO•(at(llC:~h1~l) 
l,)1111,qJ~"'''"'f'l:J 
at1io.t • "!-1.ol ...,od'y11•. 1-oel>•I.• .tro. ~ltn •ban" 
eqlcad C• " i-oslO .. 11-QsJb• 
bt• cl!ld u t.'11• IQJC1-Mltldt•q10td, en) 
'·~~f'f"f'l'I '''"!"·'~"':. ,._ ... 11\\ J ·I 
""' ... 
Figure 6.5: Example of Code-behind for Image Retrieval System in Micro oft Vi ual 
Studio.NET 2003 
6.4.3 Coding facilities. 
Micro oft Visual Studio.NET provides some coding facilitie a t 
programmer in coding the system. 
6.4.3.1 Formatting and indenting codes 
Micro oft Visual Studio.Net 2003 provide u er a good formartin and ind nrin 
facility where user is a ociatcd t f rrnat and indent the aut rnari ally. It i 
important to make it easier f r the u er to write the c de , 
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D ifu inStrearn As N'e~r Meroory$tre81t\ 
Dirn i:mageD ta ( 1024) As Byte 
Di~ cQu~Q ~~ Ipteger • iroageD~ta.Length 
count • ilnageStreH!un. Read ( imageData, o~ iroageData. Length) 
Do UJhile count > 0 
mStreemi.UJrite(imageData, o, count) 
• imageStrerun.Read(imageData, o, imageData.Length) 
..------""'=-=f=-..::a:;.::e..,,,.=e,. ct l • Se.),. ecte<H ndex .. ( o) Then 
Automatically tat us. Visible .. Ti:;ue 
indented stat us. Text • rrp lease chceae the ehape" 
'------~--'urn 
Else If selectl.Selectedindex a ( 1) Then 
ifi\ageehape • "circle" 
Elseif selectl.Selectedindex = (2) Then 
imageshape = "SCPJ~re" 
Elseif selectl.Selectedindex == (3) Then 
iIDageahapE!! • "oval" 
Elseif selectl.Selectedindex = (4) Then 
iniagesnape = "reotanqle" 
Elseif selectl.Selectedindex = (5) Then 
iID gef!hape • "triangle" 
Elseif selectl.Selectedlndex ::: ( 6) Then 
image shape = "polygon" 
End If 
Figure 6.6: Example of code indented aut matically 
6.4.3.2 Commenting Codes 
omment code is another important element in writing program. hi h Ip the 
author to understand what and why the coding wa written .. his al mak it easier for 
other people especially c lluborativc pr grarnrner t under tand th code. Comment 
code is n t run in tho pro uam. 
omments can be included anywhere in the code . For Microsoft Visual 
Studio.Net 200 rho Hi11 rle quotation mar i used a the prefix of a comment. 
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The following figure depicts the comment used in the code behind of Microsoft 
Visual Studio.NET 2003: 
Function qraypiKel (Bl{Val b Ae Bitmap, ByVal K Ae Integer, ByVal y As Integer) 
Dim addRGB As I~teQet 
Dim .tmpC0lor 
addRGB • 0 
1 fc•t: ee.o h v ixe l 
For v c 3 To b.Height - 1 
For x .. 3 'rd b. TJiclth - 1 
1 .'!1.Vl.!!171!'1.ge out thi>. i::gh ~ 
tmpcolor • b.GetP1Kel(X, y) 
addRGB • tmpColor,r 
addRGB +• tropColor.g 
adtlRGB += tropColor.b 
acldRGB • addROB I 3 
Comment Codes 
using single quote 
(') 
' lhen $at the v~lue~ 
b.SetPixel(x, y, Color.FromArqb(addRGB, addRGB, addRGB)) 
Next 
Next 
I t.~~i' 1(ll 
b , Diepoee ( l 
End :Function 
Figure 6.7: xample of comment c d 
6.4.2.3 Error detection 
Microsoft Visual tudio.N T also provide the capabilities of codes error 
detection. A line will be displayed under any code that contains error and a brief 
description of the error 011 mou c ver tho error . The fi 11 wing code is an example of 
error code detected. 
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In:iport:i Sys.tem.Dtaw:lnq 
Imporce System.IO 
:1'.!!.1P!?.~t;.!! ,.~.~-~.!:~~-~.1!.~.~E ~ ~ " - .. -- ··-· 
Error detected in code 13] Pub.lie Clase Image\1ie11 
_ J.i a i "···· a ~· tJel:). IJ:a 
~1("·~·;;;-;;e;; '-' ""' .,,.,,,,. "":' : ,, '·:.I 
Priva e Sulo Page_Load(Byl!al eender Syetem.Object, 
H Bvlfal e Ae Syet:.em. EventArqe) Handlee yBaee. Load 
I !'lot ~a~s~ !a.!!SilSll!!i1£1ggua!ti Then ' 
D inciData ( l IO\lerload 1esolti0n faled bec«JSe no accessille 'EQU!!ls' accoPtstlis runber of arki;rts.l 
End U: 
' I End Sulo 
igure 6.8: xarnple of error Detecti BriefD cription of the rr r 
6.5 hapter Summary 
This chapter c plain ab ut the van us mp 11 nt m 111 th s t 'Ill 
implementation. The mam part are hardwar u ed ftwarc u d and th" platf rm 
environment. 
Hardware u ed to implement th th Ii t f sp ift ati n r r th , 
c mpurer and ther related mp neut. Th n 1 hi h in rd r t t , 
c mpatible with the oflwurc u ed to d · m. 
ftwar f r the ~Y tern de I pm ·nt nm nt m lu ftv e for 
m " b pment tools, 
1raphic creation, web brow er and d 
Th platf rm .nvir n111 ·111 i. ut th tting up and configuration 
of th' S L 8 rv •r, Jul ru t 1111' r11111ti 11 S ·1 i ·c U and icr 1 Vi ua1 tudio.NET. 
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This chapter al o xplain ab ut the c ding nvironment used for the system 
development. The types of programming language used are ASP.NET and VB.NET and 
a brief description of oding facilirie pr ided in Micro oft Vi ual Studio.NET 
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CHAPTER 7: System Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
The Image Retrieval y tem for W b i a sy tern that is intend d for public 
consumption should receive orne level of te ting. A number of different types of testing 
have to be performed. Without testing there i no a urance that the y tern de loped 
will behave as expected. 
ystem testin • i carried ut nc the pr gram c mp n nt are 
pha e, tests are conducted to check the y tern m dule f r their 
plu ensuring that the y tern fulfill all the r quirern nt and je ti e . 
ed. ln thi 
7.2 Type of fauh 
The code that had been impl mentcd will b anal zed I detc t th faults, 'h · ·, 
fault will have to be corrected immcdiat ly. he t f fault that u suall 
when developing a ystem are alg rithmi fault. an nt x f ulrs. 
7.2. l Algorithmic fault' 
' hi type fault occur when the utput i n I a int nded b the developer. 
The al torithmio foul I. happen l e iau: c th ' pr zram i n t c rr ct. T detect this fault, 
th d lop ·1 hos I . impl r •u I thr 11 h th· pr 'nun · he e did thi fault 
oc ·ur 01· 11 • 11b111i1tin dnto int th·. I ·111 thnl "' uld in e the fr J1 . 
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7.2.2 Syntax Faults 
yntax fault ccur ' h n th yntax of the programming language used is not 
correct. The r suit f thi fault can metim bring effect the o erall function written. 
With that the dcv loper mu t be careful to u e nly correct yntax. 
7.3 Developing a tc t plan 
The fir t tep in tc ting i devel ping a te t plan ba d n th r quirem nt f the 
y tern. Thi plan u ually done in a formal d cument that en ure the tem meet the 
f llowing tandard : 
I. 
increa c the ri k f pr duel failur . 
11. Meet with the requirement mad iarli r ru ·r 
need mu t provide th featur r de 
111. e not c ntain an fault ature mu t rk \ ithin "hblish · l u ilit 
uandard , and th c tandard 
The test plan mu 't in .lud · all th II 
. Establishin 1 th · tc:t bjc ·ti I. 
JI. \ i 1ni11 ' the test .ascs 
111. W1 itin • th · t ·st use 
. 
IV, 
I~ 
i. I~ d1111ti11t• t • t 1 '.lilt 
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7.4 Types of Tests 
There are different type of te t that will be performed to ensure system that is 
implemented meet the verall r quirement and doe not contain ant defect . Types of 
re: t that i the mo t common are Unit te ting, Module te ting Integration te ting, 
y tom testing, and Acceptance te ting. 
New code 
Unit te ting 
K 
Modul 1 , tin r 
lntc rati n t tin) 
ting 
l•i1ur·7.l:T-.·tiu1 tral rie cvcles 
A 
R ·lea. J 
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7.4. l Unit Testing 
A pr duct unit i the ma11e t piece of code that can be independently tested. It i 
tested to make ure that the code work correctly. From an object-oriented programming 
perspective eta e , properrie method and e ent are a11 indi idual unit . A unit hould 
pass it unit te t bef re it i checked int the pr ject for integration. In the Image 
Retrieval y tern, unit te ting i where every page i te ted indi iduall and Web F rm 
elements are checked their functi nality. rr r that ccur is f ed that it w uld n t 
affect ther pa re in the y tem. 
Table 7. l : ist f te t pr ccdure, expected utput and tc t re ult I anal si · in unit t istiu 1 
No. 
Iii ' m an 
est R ult I nal '1 • 
I. file lick on the 'Brow e' 
field. 
l ati ninth m ut .r. button of the file to upload. 
2. Butt n databa e 
clicked. r n t null). 
• Change the code behind 
restrict user to 
' 
upload null file. 
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• Change the code behind 
to restrict user to 
upload only .gif image 
file. Provide error 
message each time 
other file typ 
uploaded. 
4. Dropdown Ii t to annot input null value(-) one 
'select image hape'. will b pr mpt 
if null alu 
upl ad d. 
5 Delete 
ihind. 
6 ti 'Ill I 
ar ha tran par nt It\ 
A i 
an 
7 Rcdu o h11i11 de 
8 
ima · · dat •. 
w ipht ·(I 
L '11. Iii in I i tan ·c 
Match th·. 1111iln 1111a ze 
• ry foe the error 
fun ·ti u 
c I 
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7.4.2 Module testing 
A module i. a c lie ti n f dependent component . A module encapsulates all of 
these related c mp nent . Module testing enables each module to be te ted 
independently. This te ting will ensure that the module calling sequence in this project is 
y. tematic. 
In m dule te ting, two or more unit in which either unit that u e output data 
from or provide input data for another unit were te ted in collecti n. The e unit ha e 
related characteri tics t perf rm a c mmon g al or functi n. 
In the lmag Retrieval y tern f r Web, m dule arc di ided int mam 
module : 
1. obel dge erection 
11. Reduced ha in ode 
111. Weighted evenshtein i tance 
rv. U er Interface 
Table 7 .2: Li t f te t pr cedure expect d utput , nd t tr ult I an I sis in unit t ting 
No. T ·st Pr c xlurc 
• l plno I i1111 • • if 
Iii· I p • 
Done I. Sobel j J ' 
M dul · 
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• lmaue m 
databa e 
• d e :f thi 
detected 
module 
2. Reduce 
(RD ) Module 
• Convert image edge 
to ima ie data 
Wei ihted evensthein 
i tance (W 
• Match the imilar 
irna re 
4. • er Interface 
a e the image data (0, 1, • Pr gramming error 
2,3) in the databa e 
mpare similar trin 1 • 
• Ila implcm int 
R M ul • t 111ak, 
it a 
u r qu ry 
qu 'I IS 
p crf nu • i 
r rri 
1111 v 'th imilar 
hape. Un
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7.4.3 lntcgrntion test 
Th integration te ting i to make ur that all unit work together and compiled 
without err r. At thi p int a compilation error in any of the page in the Image 
Retrieval y tem can keep the integration te ting to move forward. 
The m t common build pmb}em occur when one component fries to use 
another comp nent that ha n t yet been written. Thi ccur with m dular de ign 
becau e the c mp neut are ften created ut f equence. r e: ample the main 
pr· gram i acce s~ng a functi · n that ha 111 de larati 11 f H1e fu11c(i 11. When · u~lt tt 
will return no err r but the vcrall funct i n d e n t return the intend d utput. 
r inte iration te ting in thi y tem, ea h pa, that utain fun ti n and link 
will be te ted t make ure that it fuucti n w II and linkc IT ti . 
Table 7.3: lntc iration te tin, fu er pa, 
ser pa res 
M mu [Links): 
I) t\t ut R 
Link To (paJ! R ult: 
n 111 
2 About IRS 
• 1 r u1 • indc .a r 
4) S ·t·· ,.,, ~11110, • lJi1~1,; n Rclric c 1ma •' r rn 
Sh 1p ; lat 1ba. · 
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• ire le • Circle.aspx • Done 
• quare • Square.aspx • Done 
• val • al.a px • Done 
• Triangle • Triangle.aspx • Don 
• Rectangle • Rectangle.aspx • Done 
• Polygon • Polygon.asp • Done 
Table 7.4: Integration te ting f administrator page 
Administrator Page 
Menu: Link To: R, nit: 
I) Login 
index.a px 2) About IR 
3) Instruction 
4) pl ad Ima re 
5) cl 
6 R ·du ·c 'haiu 'od • 
• Ima) Vi v .a px • 
• ima r er.a p: pn ,,. • 
tlrnl di pill I th 
unan 
• b La px Don 
• I di pl 
pn , · tll' I c 
the s ·I runch n 
• r .c.asp • f· ilcd 
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7) Weighted Levensthein • ' ld.aspx • Failed! 
i lance 
8) elete • delete.a px Done 
9) Select Image Ba e on Retrieve image from 
Shape: databa e 
• ire le • circle.a p • Done 
• Square • square.aspx • Done 
• Oval • oval.a px • ne 
• Triangle • triangle.a p: • ne 
• Rectangle • 
• p ly, II 11.a p • 
7.4.4 ystcm testing 
The fact that the la. t c d arti a t ha l ' 11 int mt d su • 'full int th 
system doc not mean that the ta k f th t m testing i done 
to en ure that the y tern fut ill the u 'r r • h bj ti f thi testing is to 
ensure tlwt the system do ·s what the 11 crs v ant it I d . 
Thi. f ·stin pr · ·dur · in 
p 1f irman · I· ti1111 and a· .cptaucc te: till' 
kind: f y tern te ting: functional testing, 
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7.4.4.1 Functional Testing 
In functi nal t sting wden, l 987] each item of funtionallity or function 
implemented in the c de artifact i identified. After determining all the function of a 
code artifact, test data are devi ed tote teach function eperately. 
7.4.4.2 Performance Testing 
Perf rmance te t will be d ne after the functi nal te tin 1. It ' ill be when the 
ystem function have been w rking a planned. 
conducted f r the ystem are: 
rf rmanc re t that wi II c 
I. ompatibility te t 
T te t the interface functi n 
2. ccurity te us 
T te l the ecurit f th appli ti n. In th Tm R triev 1 
ur th t th r authorized 
11sc1 au 11 t ·nt ·r int th, adrnin t m 
. R · ·ovl•ry Te t ' 
'I t •. t lh · ala, power, device or 
7 
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4. Human Factors Tests 
T te t the u er interface of the system whether it fulfills the user 
interface r quirement uch a u er friendly 
5. Browser independence tests 
To te t the ability f the application to perform correctly to the pecific 
web browser (internet Explorer) 
7.4.4.3 Acceptance Testing 
The purpose f acceptance te ting i f r the client t determine whether this 
y tern ari fie i pecificati us a claimed y the de cl p r. A c prance t • tin • for 
thi y tern i d ne by u er other than the de el p r. "' dl m the u ir is tak in 
into account. Any change re zardin :r th feedback that can 
will be on future planning for y tern enhancem nt plan. 
ma v ill 
R 
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7.S Chapter Summary 
This hapter briefly explain about the faults that can occur when writing a 
program code, planning a te ting and type of te t carried out during the testing phase. 
When writing code, fault that usually happen are algorithmic and syntax faults. 
Both of this fault must be detected and eliminate immediately to avoid any redundant 
err r lo ther code written. 
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CHAPTER 8: ystem Evaluation 
8.1 Introduction 
Thi chapter will discu the overall development proces carried out and the 
implementation. Image Retrieval y tern for Web i planned and de ign on pap r b fore 
implemented. he implementation f the y tern i where the de ign i tran lated in 
code. There are some part of the de ign i n t implemented becau e f un xpe ted 
problem ccurred but i overcome by me alternative luti n made. inall U1e 
y tern i managed t be implemented and pre cntcd t the u er. 
8.2 Problem and solution 
The pr blem that occur during the t m implcmentati n v ill t . dis .ussc I an I 
solution will be provided. 
8.2. I Reduced hain ode Module 
Thi: 111od11I • is . uppo. ·cl t • ·11 ·rAt • 
det ·ct ·d i11 Module I 
r th trn edges that had been 
Th · cl • el p •1 had It i .d to write the Iuncti n fi r thi · m dule by referencing to 
ori 1i11 ii pro rnmmi11r cud· m Vi~unl Ba ic VIJ Ian rua te. t it i · not a ucce · · 
b · •uu. • VB lun iu '!'·pi > id·, difr•1 ·nt. nrn .ompurcd t VH ET Ian 11.-1r, • 
l 0 I 
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T olve this pr bl m an alternati e provided whereby the admin have to select 
the type of image hape uploaded into the y tern. Thi enables the images retrieved 
based on the hapc of imag fr m the databa e. 
8.2.2 Weighted Levcnshtein Distance Module 
To retrieved image from the databa e, the Weight d Le en htein Di tance i a 
matching technique to compare between imilar image and return image that ha e th 
ame hape. 
ut thi m dule al c uld not be implemented 
implementati n f module f Reduced hain de. 
au e it d ep nd 11 th · 
A a oluti n f r thi unimplemented m dule, ima ie are th in r nri 
the shape elected by the adrnin. irnilar hap ima e i r tum t th us ir 
the type f hapc f the irna c thr u h tat ment. 
' 11\l :H Ill ' 
8.2. Error in uploading th typ ·of hap 
'J he task ~ rs lcctin • t pc f. hap r imag . ' ill done by the administrator. 
With that th • admin ha • the pr l abilit t f hape or the images. 
To. cl · thi probl ·111, th· ad111111 ill ha e I be e caref I when ielcctiuu the 
I C 
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8.3 System Evaluation by User 
Thi. ys tern had been te ted by u r other than the developers. The te ting leads 
to evaluari n by u er . mment had been taken into account and will be u ed as future 
planning. 
Table 8.1: User c mm nt and action by devel per 
Comment Action 
I. Automatic matching with image 
database ba ed n hape dete ted 
2. I r ba ed detecti n 
3. Enhance 'Y tem f r m re ad an us c 
uture Planning: 
Reduced hain de RD ) t 
aut mati all ienerate de fr 
irna zc d 
i stau ' t 
mat h imau bas ·d 11 • m a1111 1 
trin is fr in R l 
Plannin i: 
c n als th f 
th 
D and color based 
had b en implemented, maybe 
I h t m can be enhanced for more 
th 
· itical application .uch as security and 
medic· l. 
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8.4 System strength 
8.4. I Web-based system 
The Image Retrieval y tem for Web i a web-ba ed y tem. With that, once thi 
ystem i publi hed in the internet, it can be access globally, 24 X 7. Thi means that a 
ince the Image Retrieval y tem for Web i a web-ba ed y tern it can be ea ily 
acce sed by anyone ar und the world at any time. 
8.4.2 Module of Edge Detection 
f the image in the databa e can b d 't"ct • in the Ima 1' R etric al 
y tern for Web. Thi module i imp rtant in order t kn \ the shap ·~ f th' ima ics. 
ri iinnl image 
Fi aur . I: , amp! 
Iman ft r d 1 d t tcd 
8.4. lJ ir fri ndly int erfac • 
ly int rfi ie t attract the user to use the 
. , I 1111 and for th ·11 • of 11. c, 'I h • 1111 • face 1. di idc or the ·e f tw t pe · f u er: 
l • 1· 1111<1 Ad111i11i trul 1. 
I 'I 
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The function m nu L at the left ide of the page and all the links targeted to the 
main frame to make is ea ier for the u er t urf through the ystem without the hassle to 
got new page for every link clicked. 
ln the example bel w how that when the link circle i click d page circle will 
be display in the main frame. 
IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
'IHll 
:>lQIJ •. [ • 
O~n!. 
(IPci,aJ.J ~ 
~ 
Im . R trl v 
mpl u r fri ndl int rfa 
8.4.4, e .urity 
111 th· lmu] I ·tii val . tcm or Web, th tern had a ec ity embedded. 
Thi iH to •1mblc the ndinini: tral tom na re the system an al t prevent ther u er to 
l( 
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enter the secure function in the y tern uch a upload and delete image from the 
database. 
In the login authentication page, admin will have to enter the correct Admin ID 
and Password. lf invalid Admin lD and password is entered then the admin could not 
enter int the ad min page of the y tern. 
Dds login is for adJninistrato1· use only. 
AdminID: 
Fi iur in authenti ati n f r th a lministrat r 
8.5 yst m limitation 
8.5.1 Web erver: II 
The Ima · R itrie nl ~ st m f r W ·b an run nl b using a specific web 
. c1 v ·r: 1111 met lnformntion ·r ice: II wh eb thi r w r upports the ASP.NET 
Ion 1111 •. 
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8.5.2 Images with file type .gif 
The Image R trieval y tem f r Web can only upload .gif type of image. This is 
because VB.N T programming language have a specific function that can only do 
proce on .gif type of image. 
8.6 Future planning 
The Image Retrieval y tern for Web implemented ha pr ided the u er ' ith 
nly ba ic type of retrieval. he u er can retric e hape ba ed n th t pe f hap· · ·t 
by the admini trator. The functi n pr ided f r the adrnin nl t upl ad the imaac and 
detect the edge . 
or future planning oth f the m dule M ul f R duce I h tin 
(R C) and M dule of Weighted Leven htein 
the y tem. The u age of the •d 1 d tecti n 
" ill b impl nu iut 1 in 
nd m 11 hine te huiqu 
W will als be up raded n t nly f r the ad min u but L f r n rm l u er f th 
y ncm. 
If all f them dules .an be nm rn thl th u f th Image Retrieval System 
for W ·h ·nn also b · cnhanc d int the u e r rn re · cti e and advanced application 
, 11 ·Ii a i11S·1111 it 1111d Medi ·alp .rsp ··ti e. 
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8. 7 Experienced gained 
The experience gained after developing the Image Retrieval System for Web 
are: 
1. Learned how to et up platform for developing a web based system 
);;> Setting up Q erver t create database and tables and u er acce t the 
databa e. 
);;> onfiguring 11 to create virtual directory for the y tern and to mak it 
a the default web brow er. 
);.- Jn tailing Mier ft Vi ual tudi .N 
y tern dcvel pment. 
11. Learned h w t write pr gram u mg new pr grammin • Ian iua 
and ttin ) up pr je t f r the 
I .NET 
environment (A P.N T and V . T) 
111. Manage t devel p and run a w b-ba d t m f r th' u 
fr m databa e u in hape. 
fr trio in 1 11111:1 ' '•' 
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8.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter i th final chapt r in thi thesi . lt discusses about the problems 
occurred durin r the implementation, y tern strength and also overall system 
development The future planning i al o included in this chapter to enhance the sy tem 
for future u e future. xperienced gained discuss what had been learned after dev loping 
the Image Retrieval y tern for Web. 
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8.9 Overall conclusion for project 
Image Retrieval Sy tern for Web i developed as the final year project by two 
developers; Normalyna Abdul Malek and uhaili Beeran Kutty. It takes two semesters to 
complete the overall project. 
The fir t part of the project was done in the first semester. It is mostly about 
planning and de i ming the y tem. The chapter in the fir t part of the project con i t f 
Introduction, Literature Review, Methodology, System Analysis and Sy tem De ign. 
1 here was no major problem occur in the fir t part f the project. he ul 
important a pect inv Ive in the fir t part i the eff rt f findin the ri ht re ur e t 
include a references to the pr ject. 
While the ec nd part f the pr jeer wa de el pin 1 and impl em ntin 1 th 
system. It take about 3 month t fini h the de clopment. 
The Image Retrieval y tern f r Web i 
tudi .N "'T oftware. The c din u cd for pr rammin i arc A P.N · and VI .NET. 
A P.N ~T i used t c de the interface m anwhile V . T i. t ' rite th' fun ·ti u r r 
pa e dcvcl p d in the ystcm. 
Pr blem that occurred durin thi part a th. t it tak . rim r t up the 
platf rm for development nvironrn nt. An th r pr bl m i 1 min hile using new 
pro 1rn111111in Ian 111a 10 to d • t im a thi i the fir t time that both of the 
developers use thi. Ian writ • pr gram. 
To know how for t hi' pr · ct i a ucc ·, r rev had been made on the 
obje •tiv s : Int .d i11 the b 'l'i1111i11 •chapter. M the bjecti e i ha been reached after 
Iii i1111 I Ill nlnti HI f th· pr >jc 'I. 'I h • bjccti is reachcd : e: 
I IC 
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• To charact riz and retrieve image based on their shape 
Thi had been achieved becau e user can retrieve images based on their 
shape by u ing the ystem 
• To make it ea ier for the u er to search for similar images in the database 
using input image or menu-driven query 
);..- imilar image can be retrieved u ing menu-driven query. ln the y tern, 
image can be retrieved by clicking on the menu provided at the left ide 
of the page. 
• T pr vide a u er friendly interface for thi web-ba ed y tern f r the ea e of 
u e 
);..- The y tern provide a u e friendl interfac that i ca t u f r th 
normal u e and adrnini trator. 
In a nut hell, thi y tem i a ucce b au c man bjc ti es had b in a ihic · 
and the y tern i implemented uccc . folly. r th futur • plan it is h pc thut this 
y tern able to u e the RD and WL m dule t b impl m nt d in th st m an l this 
system can be use f r a m re rit i al applier Ii n • u h a' 
application. 
urit and 
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APPENDIXES 
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Imagcview.aspx.vb 
Imports 
Imports ql lieut 
Imports 
Import y tem.TO 
Imports System.Math 
Public Clas lrnageView 
Inherit y tem.Web.UT.Page 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal ender A y tern. bject, B Val 
ystem. ventArg ) 1 andles MyBa e. oad 
ff Not PH 1e.l P tBack Then 
Bind ata() 
nd If 
~ nd ub 
Public Sub BindOata() 
nnect As tring 
"w rk talion id 
ata ur • di 
bnd Sub 
Privat i Sub but Upload Ii k Val s ·nd ·r /u 
S t ·m.Ev 11t/\1 H I lnndlc: but Jpl md. lick 
tern. bject, yVal e As 
Pl; luta 
I )im imap ·Sit •111n /\. tr ·11111 JploadHlc P tcdf'ile.Input trearn 'file uploaded 
tr Hill 
I im i111111 I, ·11pth AH Int· 1 ·r l pl a !·lie P te File ' ntcr11L ·ri th 
I im i111al' 'I' pc /\ St in I Uploa JI ile Po tcdl·ilc orHcllt r c 
11. 
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im ima re hape A, tring 
Dim ima eName A tring 
imageName =Upload ile.P ted ile.FileName 
imageName =Path. etFileName(UploadFile.PostedFile.FileName) 'get the name 
of the file that is posted 
Dim mStream A New MemoryStream 
Dim image Data( I 024) A Byte 
Dim count As Integer= imagcData. ength 
count= imageStream.Read(irnageData, 0, imageData.Length) 
Do While count> 0 
mStream.Write(imageData, 0, count) 
count= ima e tream.Read(imageData, 0, image ata.Len gth) 
Loop 
If select 1. elected Index= (0) Then 
lbl tatu .Vi ible =True 
lbl tatu .Text - "Plea c cho the hape" 
Return 
Leif elect I. electedlndex -(1) Then 
ima ic hape = "circle" 
"lselfsclectl. clectcdlndc =- 2) hen 
image hape = " quare" 
I elf elect l.Selectedlndex = ( ) hen 
image hape =" val" 
I elf elect I. electedlnde · 4 Th n 
ima •c. hape "rectan zle" 
·l elfsclectl. clcctcdlud · h n 
ima ic hape - "trian rle" 
~t elf sclcct l . clcctcdlnde: Th n 
ima re hapc 
End If 
I im sql 01111 • t As Strin 
sql '>1111cc1 "w rksta: i n id 
sourc · '"'(I ·u 1 " & 
111'11;, 1, i, t : • 111 it info 1111 ·;111itiul cnral • irs" 
I im c11 As N ·w 8ql u1111c ti u sql nnect 
6;integrated security=Ssl'Ldata 
lf'(Strin •. mpare i1111:11c'I ype, "ima •c/ •if",· rue ·1 hen 
I im : qi .md /.., Su iu 1 
l I 
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qlcrnd = "Insert int lmageGall r (imageName, imageType, imageData, 
image hape)" 
qlcmd &="value ( irnagename, @imagetype, @imagedata, @imageshape)" 
Dim cmd A New SqlCommand(sqlcmd, en) 
cmd.Paramcter .Add("@imageName", imageName) 
cmd.Parameter .Add("@imageType", imageType) 
emd.Parameters.Add("@imageData", mStream.GetBufferO) 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@imageshape", imagesbape) 
en.Open() 
cmd. xecuteNonQuery() 
en.Cloe() 
Bind.Data() 'bind data in data Ii t 
le 
abel4.Vi ible =True 
abel4.Text = "lnput nly image. zif" 
nd If 
nd la 
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imnger2.nspx:. vb 
Public las imagcr2 
Inherit System.W b. l.Page 
Private Sub Page_Load( yVal ender A Sy tern.Object, ByVaJ e As 
Sy tem. ventArg ) Handles MyBa e.Load 
Dim myid A tring 
myid = Reque t(''.ID").ToString 
lmagel .fmagcUrl - "imager.a p ·? ource=db&id=" & myid 
HyperLinkl .NavigateUrl =" obel jii play.a px?id=" & myid 'Put u er c de to 
initialize the page here 
End ub 
~nd las 
l I 
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tmager.aspx, vb 
Imp rt y tern 
Import y tern.Drawing 
Tmport Sy tern.Data. ql Ii nt 
Imports Sy tem.1 
Import System.Math 
Public Class Imager 
Inherit y tem.Web.Ul.Page 
Private Sub Page_ ad(ByVal ender A y tem.Object, B Vale A 
System.Event:Args) Handles MyBa e.Load 
im tr qi A Iring 
im lmagelD As Iring 
lf R que t("I ") l N thing Then 
Return 
~lsc 
lmagcl 
ndlf 
trsql " 
WH R Image! 
Roque t "I " .T Iring() 
imagename T ima ,eData, image hap 
=" & Ima zel 
im cmd 
cnn. pen() 
im dr A qi ataR ader cmd. 
dr.Rcad( 
uteRead r 
h11d 'lo · 
R M Imai 
4 ;int 
all ·r 
II 1 
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sobel.aspx. vb 
Imports System. rawing 
Imports Systern.Drawin r.lrna ,_ing 
Imports Sy tern.Math 
Import Sy tem.l 
Imports ystem.Data.Sql lieut 
Public Clas bel 
Inherits y tem.Web.Ul.Page 
Private ub Page_Load(ByVal ender A Sy tern.Object ByVal e A 
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBa e.Load 
im i A Image 
Dim tr qi A String 
im lmagel A tring 
lfReque t("lD") I N thing hen 
Return 
I c 
ImagelD = Reque t("ID").To Iring ) 
~nd If 
im qi nncct A tring 
qi onnect = "workstati n id=lNA'packet 1z 0 , .int irat ed s icurit 
source=""(! cal)" & _ 
"""·persist ecurity info=true.initial catal =ir " 
im en A New qi nnection( qi nn t 
irn qi md A trinu 
sql md ata r m Ima r 
qi rnd "Jmau I =@lma1 l" 
im cmd A· New qi 
cmd.Paramcter .Add(" 
en. pc11() 
I i111 dr AH Sql ntaR ind ·r cmd. utc 'ad r 
If Not dr.Rcad) Then 
Re pc 118 ·.Writ '(''ima ' · 11 1111d'' 
R·l11111 
l~11d I I' 
0111 •11tT pc dr "imaucT p ·" ·1 . tr1111( 
I im 111 'trc11111 A· M Ill< 1yShca111 
Pl .d tin 
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Dim byteData() A, Byte 
byte ala= dr("image ata") 
mStream =New MemoryStream(byteData) 
i = Image, -r m trearrumfstrearn) 
Dim b As New Bitmap(i) 
b = graypixel(b, b.Width, b.H ight) 
' Set the content type 
Resp nse. ontentType = "image/gif' 
'send the image to the viewer 
b.Save(Re pon e.Outputxtream, lmageFormat.Gif) 
'tidy up 
b. ispo e() 
nd ub 
uncti 11 1raypixel(ByVal b A Bitmap, B Val, A Int ier Val A Int 
im addR A Integer 
' for each pixel 
For y = T b.Height - I 
or x = 3 To b.Width - 1 
'average ul the rgb 
tmp tor b. etPi, cl · 
addR 
addR 
'then et the 
b.S ·tPi I , 
N XI 
N• I 
H h1111 I 
b. i, po c 
t,nd F1111 niou 
End la .. 
• addRGB)) 
I IS 
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sobel_displny.ns1>x.vb 
Import Sy tern.Drawing 
Imports Sy tem.Drawin i.Ima mg 
Imports ' stem.tO 
Imp rt Sy. tem.Data.Sql lient 
ublic Class imagerNext 
Inherit' System.Web.Ul.Page 
Priva e Sub Page_Load( yVal ender A Sy tem. bject, ByVal e 
Sy tem.E entA1g~) Handle My811St::.Load 
Dim myid A tring 
myid =- Request("ill").ToStriug 
Image I .lrnage rl = "sobel.a px?id=" & myid 
nd ub 
nd Cla 
II 
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delete _pnge.11s1• . vb 
Imports System.Data. qlClient 
Public lass delete age 
Inherits System.Web.Ul.Page 
Private Sub Page_L ad(ByVal ender A-s Sy t m.Object, ByVal e As 
Sy tem.Eveut/u gs) Handles MyBa e.Load 
Dim str qi A Sn i11g 
Dim Imagell) As String 
Tf Request("ID") Is Nothing Theu 
[ tum 
Else 
lmag 10- Reque t("l ").To 1ti11g() 
•nd If 
tr ·qi=" E E'I' · R M Image all 1 W ·R · i111ag1,; " I 111a ·cl 
1111 c 1111. tr As 'tnng = "w rkstanon iu=lNApack · 
security= Pl.data ourcc+?" local)" _ 
""";per i t ecurity info=true.initial c tal g ir .u 
im cnn A New qlConnecti n( 01111 t ·) 
im cmd As New ql 1 un nd( trs I, nn 
cnn. pen() 
Dim dr A qlDalaReader - cmd. e ut R ad r 
409 ;int r. ted 
cnn. I e() 
cnn.Di p e() 
Re pon e.Redirect("dclctc.a p 11)' ut 11:sc1 
-- nd Sub 
e to initiali the p 1g h 1 • 
•nd las 
l ( 
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delete.aspx.vb 
Imports ystcrn. ata.Sql .lient 
Public Cla s delete I 
Inherits Sy tem.Web.Ul.Page 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal ender A Sy tc n.Obj t, B Vale A 
Sy tern. ventArgs) Handles MyBa e.Load 
Sql ataAdaptcr L.Fill DataSel91) 
Datal.ist l .DataBind() 'Put u er c de to initialize the p g h re 
nd Sub 
nd las 
I. I 
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circlesz.aspx.vb 
Imports System.Data.SqlClient 
Import Sy rem.Data. leDb 
Imports System.IO 
Public Cla s circlesz 
Inherits ystem.Web.UlPage 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal ender A Sy tern.Object, By Val As 
System. ~ventArg) Handle MyBa e.Load 
Dim str qi A tring 
Dim lmageTD A String 
rf Reque t("IIJ") I Nothing Then 
Return 
I 'e 
lrnagel = Reque t("[D").To tring 
nd Tf 
If Not Reque t("lmageshape") r Nothing 'heu 
If ( tring. mpare( _ 
Request("image hape" . trin 
"circle", True)= 0) Then 
trsql =- " L ''I' una el)ala image ihape, 1111a i iname 
WH ,.R (imagcShapc='circlc') AN lmage[D-" Ima' ID 
~nd lf 
Dim conn tr A String= "w rk talion id=-TN 
ecurity= SPl·data ur c-'"'(local)" & _ 
"""·per i t ecurity inf -jrue.initial atal 1-ir " 
im cnn /\s New qi nn orion c nn tr 
im cmd A New qi onunaud h ·qi nn 
cnn. pen() 
irn dr A 'qi al R~HJ~· emu. 
dr.Read 
iui ~ rated 
111 ·111Typ "im ge/j g" 
inaryWt ite dr. et Value 
bnd Sub 
End la 
I. 
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circles.aspx, vb 
lmport y tcm.Data.Sql lient 
Import y tern.Data. lcDb 
Import 'y tem.IO 
Public la s circle 
Inherits Sy tem.Web.Ul.Page 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender A Sy tern.Object, ByVal I:! A· 
System. ~ventArg) Handle Mybase.Load 
Sq LDataAdapter 1. Fill( Dara .. et I l ) 
DataListl .DataBind() 
End Sub 
nd la 
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IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM USER MANUAL 
Introduction 
lmag R trieval Sy tern for Web is developed for user to retrieve images 
according to their ba ic hape . Thi sy tern i divided into user and administrator use. 
U ER 
I. When y u pen the Image Rctrie al tern f r Web IR , the main page ' ill 
be th Ab 111 1 R ' page. 
t..ir 
r I 
IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
nuer llTRllYll tYftlM , •• Wll "'"' 
IRS is a system used to retrieve irn g ccordinq to sh p . 
This system will allcw users r tn ve irn ge based on sh p 
mforrnetion and fe tur s. When dmrnistr tor input irn ge, IRS 
will detect the edge of the im ge,th n ch nge it to im ge data. 
After that, IRS will use Weighted Levensthein Distance to match 
the image with the database. 
M nu 
are in the Me u at the left side of the page. 
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To r trie e image based on their shape, click on the link 'RETRIEVE BY 
HAP link and the page SHAPE' will appear at the main page. 
IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
!llAPI 
Choose & 'shape': 
;.:.Q'~ 
Q I 
~!:iii:.: 
r :il'IL1Jlf1 CI CLE OVAL 
~l•·ilQJ,1 
RECTANGLE TRIANGLE 
4. hoo c what hap f ima )C u v ant I r trio 
• You can al Ii k nth' link' ir I in th' M '110 t r tri · i thc 'imil tr In 1 •. 
I I 
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IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
,,.11 
\ ' 
.;ttJ r 
). T kn w m r ab ut the de 1 per Ii k n the ' link. 
IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
A80UTU! 
Ml ;M:?or,i-1.t~\o.-&A~1M~ 
M .in zc. No·: \<.t: ro 20119 
• 11\t.\W : l>r a ltu~ f\'.:lhoq;c91w 
111 v: 1 • u vKutty 
>-!'1D"tDIV1r. 't'..CTO 0166 
(·~:~ 
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ADMINISTRATOR 
1. T I gin int th admini trator page, click on the ADMJN LOGIN' link and the 
l rin page will be di played. 
IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
'l p i11 th Admin f and pa ord to login. 
·1 upl ad i111u • • in the ata a e, click on the 'UPLOAD IMAG ' link. 
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IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
Filename: c 11nt1pub~1•111&&~1 l ~ 
llploall 
e chdc2 alf ~ c.w~ll.glf 6 qval'~ glf 
QO.L.gif • - 
4. 
5. Admin will ha 
utt n. 
·t th· ·ho ' f ima 1 ' and Ii · th ' ' pl id 
butt n t up! d the irnaa . 
NT~ 
• rror m ag v ill r min th admini rrat r it' o Fil •n uu • i · ·nt ·r · I. 
• nly irna 
Ill will di pl d. 
311 upl nd in th s l'I m rr r 
Ii k n th, im r th nn rev the image in a new window. 
7. an fun ti id d t pro ess the image. For example, if you choose 
th imag ill be detected. 
I I 
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8. T del te an image in the database, click on the link DELETE IMAGE' in the 
M nu. All image in the databa are di played in a Ii t. 
IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
IMIGI! IN Tiii DATllA!I 
'"'t 1. 
I 
cnle2 8)1' • cirde 't 
Q 
lov.Jl 
o"r.-13 
I 
lick nth ' Jin t d I t ·th 
N link \ ill dir 'I th' 1dmi11 
pl ad ima 
10. The IN 
11. T lo ut, link and u will lo ut 
b k t th U er Pag . 
m th 
adrnini trat r p U\:111 b Un
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To setup the Image Retrieval System for Web project in Microsoft Visual 
tudio.NET 
·1. Copy th folder ir ' from the CD-ROM to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot. 
2. Create a new A P.NET Web Application in Micro oft Visual Studio. 
~lcw Project ~ . . . ~ . . . . . . . 
Project Types: II :::: I Temp~es: .-----------!..,- 
:_j Vls~s-ic-P-ro-je-cts .--~--1 T Web Application 
¥9 '- --------..----:-- u Visual C# Projects 
Visual J# Projects 
r+ U Vlsu.!11 C ++ Projects 
Setup end Deployment Projects 
ft lJ Other Projects 
Visu~ Studio Solutions 
Windows 
Applicetlon 
Windows 
Control Ubr&rY 
I A project for creetlnQ en eppl cet on withe Web us:er nt foe 
Location: http: //locelhost/1rs ... 
r Add to So~lon r. Close Solution 
Project wUI be ere ed http:/n c I st/rs. 
0 _J Hd -- 
cl I 
All th \: ill b in Ju d in the ir ' project in Microsoft 
Vi. uni tudi .N ~ 
In the dd onn tion at the Data Connection. This connection 
i. 1 ataba in the QL Server. 
run m thl , the onnection String in each page mu t be 
nnccti 11 tring at eacl computer is different. F r e ample 
the · nnccti 11 trin r r ~1dc m he rnpu e a , ult Lab: 
I. 
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"v ork ration id=ANX736'packet size=4096;integrated security=SSPI·data source=""ANX7" & 
II \ 0 0 T"":p rsist security info=False;initial catalog=irs" 
7. To view the page in the design view in the irs' project, you just have to 'double 
click n the elected file. 
8. To view the code-behind, 'double click' on the design view of the page. 
9. To view the page in virtual dir ctory, right click' on the page and elect View 
in Br w er. 
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To setup the IRS database in the SOL Server 
1. r ate a new databa e in the SQL Server named ir . 
2. Copy ir _Data and irs_Log from the CD-ROM to C:\Program Files\Microsoft 
SQL erver\MSSQL\Data. 
3. Replace thee risting file in the location. 
4. Ne ·t g back to the ir databa m er er. 
5. reate a new u er for the daraba e tr 
Ri ht click n the ' er . 
>- el ct New taba e er 
>- gin name: <new> 
fr m th Ii 'I pr id ed. Ad I Nam•: I .NET 
LOIJll,,_ 
u MlllS 
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Aft r that Ma.nag Penni ion for the u er that had been created to permit the 
Adrnini trat r t ECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE of the table 
Ima will enabl the admini trator to upload iew and delete 
image through the u er interface of the Image Retrie al y tern for Web. 
Permissions j 
Database user: 
• List II obj cts 
( List only objects w~h permission& for tin u er 
dt_ addus r b . 
dt_checkinobi ct dbo 
cfLcheckinob... dbo 
:!!} dLch out... dbo 
,, 11 I I • 
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